WALTER R. SMITH LTD.
For Complete Tropical and Coldwater Aquaria also Tropical Marine
100 Varieties of fish usually in stock on view in 76 polished stainless steel aquariums

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLISHED STAINLESS STEEL</th>
<th>Frames</th>
<th>Aquariums</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24 x 15 x 12</td>
<td>£7.70</td>
<td>£10.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 x 15 x 12</td>
<td>£9.90</td>
<td>£12.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36 x 15 x 12</td>
<td>£11.10</td>
<td>£14.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48 x 15 x 12</td>
<td>£13.13</td>
<td>£20.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISTRIBUTOR OF—
• McLynn’s Fish Food
• ES-ES Products
• Electrical and General
• Water Life, Aquarist, Ditchfield’s and T.F.H. Booklets
• Rejectors, Seduets, and Maintenance Equipment
• Proctor, Summit and Star Pumps
• Constat Thermostats
• Aquafern and Colofern Products
• Hyflo Products
• Liverine Products
• Stokes Fountain
• Windmill Products
• Rock Gravel and Strata Rock Work
• Students’ Microscopes
• All Feeding and Aerating Appliances
• Mercury, Spirit and Dumpy Thermometers
• Stuart Turner Water Pumps
• Zoobeko and Biko Pumps
• Vi-Fit Fish Food
• Black Magic Glazing Compound
• Glasticon ‘303’ Aquarium Sealer
• Aquamasta Glazing Compound
• Liquidifry and Inter-Pet Products
• Fibre Glass Ponds
• Otter Waterfall and Fountain Kits

Angle Iron Aquariums, Frames and Stands a specialty.
Odd sizes made to order, painted any colour, guaranteed weather and free from welds. Stoves enamelled.
Corner Bowls, Bow Fronts and Wrought Iron Units.
Half Carriage Paid on these items.

Retail Price List Ad Inc. Postage
Wholesale List to Benevolent Trades on application
Premises closed Sunday and Monday throughout the year

WALTER R. SMITH LTD.
39 Tib Street and 16 Whittle Street
Manchester 4
Telephone: Deansgate 2841 and 3218

M. & R. (DOG-FISH) LTD.
presents

Marine Tropicals, plus the usual large varieties of tropical fish.
Always in stock: Eheim filter, Oxomiser, Reactor, Wibu pumps, Automatic fish feeder, Metaframe tanks, etc.
And now: Top-Lux tubes 24” and 36”:
(cannot be sent by post)

466 Paisley Road West, Glasgow, S.V.I.
Telephone: IBROX 3615
Open Sundays 11 a.m.—2 p.m.

PHILLIPS
The finest fish food
For Tropicals and Cold-water Fish. Two balanced, scientifically blended and nourishing foods.
Extra high in protein and rich in vitamins and minerals. Phillips Fish Foods contain dried shrimps, daphnia, meal meal, white fish meal, alfalfa, milk powder, cod-liver oil, wheat and yeast—scientifically blended for balanced nutrition. Always buy Phillips, the Fish Food you can trust.
Course grade for Cold-water Fish 1/B
Fine grade for Tropicals 2/B
*Phillips Cold-water Fish Food contains SAPIROGEL to protect against the ravages of common fish fungus.
Look in your dealers for these SPECTACULAR NEW PRODUCTS

NEW!
BOTTOM BUBBLE-UP FILTER
Following the success of the outside Bubble-Up. A new super efficient bottom filter; price 8/9d.

NEW!
SUPER DYNAFLO
A partner to the highly successful Dynaflo; price £6 12s. 6d.

NEW!
CHAMPION PM 2000 AIRPUMP
Very powerful piston pump; price £18 15s. 0d.

NEW!
REGENT & MARVEL AIRPUMPS
Popular piston pumps □ Regent £7 10s. 0d. □ Marvel £10 10s. 0d.

Available April
Look in your dealers for these SPECTACULAR NEW PRODUCTS

NEW!
BOTTOM BUBBLE-UP FILTER
Following the success of the outside Bubble-Up. A new super efficient bottom filter; price £6 8/9d.

NEW!
SUPER DYNAFLO
A partner to the highly successful Dynaflor; price £6 12s. 6d.

NEW!
CHAMPION PM 2000 AIRPUMP
Very powerful piston pump; price £18 15s. 0d.

NEW!
REGENT & MARVEL AIRPUMPS
Popular piston pumps ■ Regent £7 10s. 0d. ■ Marvel £10 10s. 0d.
MAIL ORDER

TROPICAL FISH
&
AQUARIUM SUPPLIES

NOW READY — THE NEW K.B. MAIL ORDER ILLUSTRATED AQUARISTS' RETAIL CATALOGUE

Send now for 1967 enlarged edition.
40 pages packed with information and many more illustrations, equipment spares, and a number of all new items.
Send only 6d. stamp.

PLANTS

Echinodorus Tunacatans, large healthy plants, beautiful foliage, 37.6d. each.
Postage 2.6d. any quantity.

NEW FISHKEEPING AIDS FROM HYKRO

Aquarium Separator, divide any tank, perforations ensure good circulation. 12 x 12 easily cut down. 9'– each.
Brine Shrimp Hatcher, Handy unit, separates Shrimp from Egg without fuss. 3.3d. each.
Postage on above equipment 3/- any number.

Call and see the largest display of Tropical Fish and Equipment in the North.

KEITH BARRACLOUGH, AQUARIST
215 GT. HORTON ROAD, BRADFORD, 7

Tel: 73372
Open until 8 p.m. Friday evenings.
it's taken
1,000 years
to give me
this well-bred
look

...that, and TetraCraft of course

And anyone who traces his ancestry back to the Sung Dynasty must know what he's
talking about! TetraCraft's research scientists know their stuff, too—like knowing that
goldfish are scientifically reckoned among the world's most highly domesticated
animals. That's why, whatever variety of tropical fish you keep, you should feed them
only on one of the TetraCraft flake foods (goldfish can have a 30-year lifespan, if
properly cared for). Always check the label.

Our German laboratories have developed a unique range of fish foods to satisfy the
highly differentiated needs of home-reared fish, with special regard to nutrition and
wellfare. TetraCraft products keep them happy, handsome and healthy. Products in-
clude Tetramin Staple Food, Growth Food, Baby Fish Food, Conditioning Food,
Staple Food Tablets, Guppy Food and Colorpride. They're on sale at all good pet
shops. You can also get the invaluable TetraCraft FISH FEEDING GUIDE free by
applying (enclosing self-addressed stamped envelope) to:

Herb-Royal Ltd (TetraCraft Division) Colley Lane Estate Bridgwater Somerset
The Windmill Breeding Trap

Price 19/6

1. Grilled top, base and interior partitions allow water flow and movement of fry.
2. Easy-fit interior fry separators can be positioned if required.
4. Provision for internal aeration to encourage water flow through the trap.
5. Fixed base provides exit for fry but not of adult.
6. Legs on which trap can stand on the bottom of a tank, or rubber suckers by which trap can be adhered to the side of tank.
7. Upper compartment divider enables two adults to be accommodated or can be used to limit movement of a single female.

WINDMILL PRODUCTS
244 Vauxhall Bridge Road, London, S.W.1

THE AQUARIST
ONE OF ENGLAND’S FOREMOST AQUARISTS THAT YOU CAN RELY ON

JUDGE FOR YOURSELF

OUR QUALITY, OUR PRICES,
OUR SELECTION OF TROPICALS,
MARINE TROPICALS, COLDWATER FISH
AND PLANTS

WE ALWAYS GIVE 100% SATISFACTION

It is in your own interest to pay us a visit

NOW ARRIVING REGULARLY
WILD TOOTH CARPS FROM AFRICA
MARINE AND FRESHWATER TROPICALS
FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD

WHOLESALE ORDERS EXECUTED IMMEDIATELY

WATCH THIS PAGE FOR
SPECIAL MARINES NEXT
MONTH.

CHISWICK AQUARIA
136, CHISWICK HIGH ROAD, LONDON, W.4
TELEPHONE: 01-994 6949
CABLES: CHISAQUA, LONDON, W.4

PLANTS, ACCESSORIES.
BIRDS, BIRDCASES.
EXHIBITIONS AND
INSTALLATIONS.
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MARSHALL’S
AQUARIAS
26, WESTBURY LANE, BUCKHURST HILL, ESSEX

Phone: BUC 4708

It is quite easy to get to Buckhurst Hill. By tube train on the Central Line thirty-five minutes from West End, and we are three minutes from Buckhurst Hill station. Or by bus routes 20, 28A, 167 to Reid Road stop, five minutes walk from there.

OPEN SIX DAYS A WEEK 10.00 A.M. TO 6.00 P.M. (CLOSED TUESDAYS)
OPEN ALL THE EASTER HOLIDAYS

LIVEBEARERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Valenciennes</td>
<td>2/2 pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyretail</td>
<td>5/5 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pterophyllum</td>
<td>1/1 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-nil</td>
<td>1/1 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parvulus</td>
<td>1/1 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardinali</td>
<td>1/1 pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shotboat</td>
<td>3/3 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosy</td>
<td>1/1 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parapsilostomias</td>
<td>1/1 pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold</td>
<td>1/1 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>1/1 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow Wagtail Platy</td>
<td>1/1 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood Red</td>
<td>2/2 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-eye</td>
<td>1/1 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocellaris</td>
<td>1/1 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocellaris</td>
<td>1/1 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parapsilostomias</td>
<td>1/1 pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Line</td>
<td>1/1 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pomegranate Fish</td>
<td>1/1 each</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CHARACINS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neons</td>
<td>8 for £1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serpae</td>
<td>1/1 pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloeotilapia</td>
<td>2/2 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kryptopterus</td>
<td>1/1 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leporinus</td>
<td>1/1 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iridescent</td>
<td>1/1 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Barred</td>
<td>1/1 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardinali</td>
<td>1/1 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Widow</td>
<td>1/1 pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australian Rainbow</td>
<td>1/1 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acanthoptychus</td>
<td>1/1 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red-tailed Characin</td>
<td>1/1 each</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Labyrinth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fighters Male</td>
<td>7/6 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fighters Female</td>
<td>3/6 each</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PLUS A SELECTION OF MARINE FISH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Post Paid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ambulus</td>
<td>1/1 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonita</td>
<td>1/1 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cubeba</td>
<td>1/1 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyphessoma</td>
<td>1/1 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parapsilostomias</td>
<td>1/1 pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valis (Twisted)</td>
<td>1/1 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valis (Straight)</td>
<td>1/1 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ludipus</td>
<td>1/1 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elodes Denso</td>
<td>1/1 each</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Plants in Stock

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Post Paid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crypoda Notina</td>
<td>1/1 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cwd</td>
<td>1/1 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cwd</td>
<td>1/1 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cwd</td>
<td>1/1 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cwd</td>
<td>1/1 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cwd</td>
<td>1/1 each</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please send S.A.E. for price lists. For wholesale lists TRADE headed paper please. Please address all correspondence as address above.
Be a go-ahead Aquarist! with T.F.H. Products

Announcing a new "Miracle" Food

MIRACLE FREEZE-DRIED LIVER TREET

Packed in a rigid plastic container, this new Miracle Freeze-Dried Liver Treet consists of 10 grams (more than twice the weight of the famous Miracle Freeze-Dried Brine Shrimp Pack) of finest liver particles to which Bovine Blood is added prior to the freeze-drying process. Drop a small piece into the Aquarium or stick a piece on to the inside of the front glass and watch your fish swarm to consume this high protein (60%) new food as it slowly absorbs water.

So high in protein! So economical in use!
The price:—Just 6/6 per 10 gram pack

Remember there are now
3 Miracle Freeze-Dried Fish Foods
MIRACLE FREEZE-DRIED TUBIFEX 4/6 per 5 gram pack
MIRACLE FREEZE-DRIED BRINE SHRIMP 4/6 per 4 gram pack
NEW MIRACLE FREEZE-DRIED LIVER TREET 6/6 per 10 gram pack

Goals to Newcastle?

We think that the following extract from a letter received recently from an aquarist in Nigeria illustrates just how good these new Miracle Freeze-Dried Foods really are: Writing about Miracle Freeze-Dried Tubifex she says:—

"I am obliged to you for filling my small order. The fish just love the food and even the native fish which I caught locally, go for it so much that their bellies really fill up and stick out. Native fish have never fed on dry food as happily as they do on these Tubifex."

FEED MIRACLE!
the foods even wild fishes relish!

SOLE U.K. DISTRIBUTORS:—
T.F.H. PUBLICATIONS (LONDON) LTD. 13, NUTLEY LANE, REIGATE, SURREY.
(REIGATE 47385)
“SPRING TIME IS POND TIME”
LARGE SELECTION OF POND FISH STOCKED
GOLDFISH 2”-3”, 3”-5” 1½ to 3½ 6”-6½ 6½-7½ 7½-8½ 8½-9½ 9½-10½
BRIDING TRIOS 8”-10½ 90.-
GOLDEN ORFE 1½”, 2”, 2½”, 3”-5” 50.- each
PLOSTOLINE AND FIBREGLASS PONDS STOCKED — PLANTS — “OTTOR” WATERFALL AND FOUNTAIN KITS
TROPICAL SPECIALS: RED SPINIES 6”-8” 10” 12” REEDFISH 12”-16” 18”-20” CAIMAN ALLIGATORS 3½-4’ £2 SNAKEHEADS 10.-
“GREEN SHIELD” STAMPS GIVEN (PERSONAL SALES ONLY)

HALVIN FILTERS
Polyrester Reel 6“-8” 12”-16” 18”-20” 24”-30” 32”-40” 42”-50” 52”-60” 62”-70” 72”-80” 82”-90” 92”-100” 102”-110” 122”-130” 132”-140” 142”-150” 152”-160” 162”-170” 172”-180” 182”-190” 192”-200”
Dismounts 2½”-4½” 5½”-7½” 8½”-10½” 12”-12½” 14”-14½” 16”-16½” 18”-18½” 20”-20½” 22”-22½” 24”-24½” 26”-26½” 28”-28½” 30”-30½” 32”-32½” 34”-34½” 36”-36½” 38”-38½” 40”-40½”
Halyard 1½”-2½” 2½”-3½” 3½”-4½” 4½”-5½” 5½”-6½” 6½”-7½” 7½”-8½” 8½”-9½” 9½”-10½” 10½”-11½” 11½”-12½” 12½”-13½” 13½”-14½” 14½”-15½” 15½”-16½” 16½”-17½” 17½”-18½” 18½”-19½” 19½”-20½”
Hose 3½”-4½” 4½”-5½” 5½”-6½” 6½”-7½” 7½”-8½” 8½”-9½” 9½”-10½” 10½”-11½” 11½”-12½” 12½”-13½” 13½”-14½” 14½”-15½” 15½”-16½” 16½”-17½” 17½”-18½” 18½”-19½” 19½”-20½”
Cord 5’-9’ 9’-12’ 12’-15’ 15’-18’ 18’-21’ 21’-24’ 24’-27’ 27’-30’ 30’-33’ 33’-36’ 36’-39’ 39’-42’ 42’-45’
Postal Charges Add 2½- up to 10½- 2½- up to 20½- 3½- up to 30½- 4½- up to 40½- (Exception Tanks etc.)
CARRIAGE AT COST CHARGED ON AQUARIUMS, STANDS, AND TANKS — SENT AT OWNER’S RISK.
(Enquiries stamped envelope please) Cash with Order please.

THE CENTRAL AQUARIUM
Situated on the A46, opposite Hendon Central Station
391 HENDON WAY, HENDON CENTRAL, N.W.4 Phone: HEN 9700
OPEN 8.00a.m.-6.00p.m. Sundays 9a.m.-1p.m. Emergency Phone: HEN 9700
KEEP IT NEAT

do away with those untidy dangling air lines by following the set-up as illustrated

Flexible “Aquatube” is used from pump to aquarium where it connects to rigid tubing bent as required by immersion in hot water (only a few inches need be immersed at the points where angles are required). The rigid tubing will not fit directly over the airstone nozzle and a short piece of “Aquatube” should be used to complete the connection.

The “Fine Flow” airstone is an all British product specially manufactured to controlled porosity and for use from under-aquarium supply.

FOR PERFECT AERATION TEAM UP WITH A “SUPER SUMMIT” AIR PUMP – see your dealer.

SINGLETON BROS. (Electronics) LTD.
THE PRAZE, PENRYN CORNWALL
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Cryptocoryne nevillii

by B. Whiteside

A LARGE number of books on tropical aquaria state that certain plants will thrive "under normal aquarium conditions." Few state what the writer considers to be "normal" and hence the reader is left to decide for himself. For this reason many aquarists attempt to grow certain plants only to meet with subsequent failure.

One tropical plant which I have found to grow under a very wide variety of aquarium conditions is the dwarf form of Cryptocoryne nevillii. The larger form of the plant I have found to be much less adaptable to changing aquatic conditions. C. nevillii, dwarf form, I have grown in water ranging from pH 7.6 to pH 6.6, i.e., from slightly alkaline to slightly acid. Water hardness does not seem to be critical either, plants having grown in water of from DH 4° to DH 8°. Probably neither these pH nor DH readings are limits but are only those under which I have grown the plant. Water temperature can vary also, plants having grown between 71°F. and 85°F. As with the other conditions, lighting can vary from a few hours up to eight or nine hours daily. Plants appreciate some form of feeding under the aquarium gravel, e.g., a mixture of post and loam, but again the plant will grow, although less strongly, without any additional feeding. Unlike many other members of the genus, C. nevillii does not seem to lose its leaves if it is changed from one type of water to another, or if, say, half of the water in the aquarium in which it is growing, is changed. This is one of the main faults of members of this genus together with the fact that plants resent being transplanted and suffer a set-back in growth for relatively long periods.

Continued on page 16
Going marine—Part 3
by T. Ravensdale

Tropical marine fishes

HAVING spent a great deal of time, money and effort on setting up your marine aquarium, it would be a pity to spoil it all now by rushing out and buying the first fish which catch your eye. Study the available types first; take your aquarium size into account and don't buy fish that display even a suspicion of unhappiness. Most coral fish are extremely active and continuously dart around the aquarium so beware of corner-sulkers. Ensure, also, that they are feeding, for complacency at meal times is a sure sign of distress.

To begin with, when looking through the stocks of your fish supplier, make sure his tanks are clean, filtered and protected against metals. Dealers with marine fish in ordinary, non-coated, metal aquariums should be avoided at all costs. You do not want fish which have been contaminated by metal poisoning and this condition may take several weeks to become apparent. A marine tank, whether in a shop or at home, should be clean and uncrowded so refuse fish which are kept in conditions you would not keep them in yourself. The presence of algae, however, is not indicative of dirty conditions but care should be exercised in recognising the difference between marine algae and rust which is rather similar in appearance.

Assuming your water density to be between 1.20 and 1.25, find out the density of the water in which your prospective purchase lives—then compare it with your own. Should your water be e.g. 1.20 and the shop water is 1.25 then, provided the dealer is right, you must change the density of yours 24 hours before the purchase. Salt added to your aquarium should be given this time to saturate or a false reading will result and remember density can change with temperature. Should you already have fish in a given density do not buy fish which are kept in water differing by more than 3 points unless you have a density change tank.

Once you make a purchase insist on a large plastic bag with plenty of water and get it home as soon as possible. Should you have a quarantine tank use methylene blue, dichloro or potassium permanganate as a disinfecting agent and maintain strong aeration for at least a week. It would be a pity to spoil your community setup and lose expensive fish for the sake of impatience (the biggest fault in ichthyology today) and a small all plastic quarantine tank costs less than £1. Water density changes can also be...
in appearance, seven 1.20 and in which your with your own to water is 1.26 set change the.
Salt added to saturate or a city can change save fish in a kept in water have a density large plastic bag as possible ethylene blue a disinfecting of a week. It setup and lose biggest fault plastic quarantine pets can also be made slowly in such a container. Coloured plastic buckets or similar containers should not be used for any length of time for marine fish seem to succumb quickly if enclosed in a highly coloured container. If you must use one at all make sure it is all white for the powerful unnatural intensity of any one particular colour upsets the fish to such an extent it may die through shock. Shock is the fundamental killer of most marine fish whether directly or otherwise.

In all hospitals a patient suffering from a serious violent change such as an accident is first treated for shock and it is often shock that kills where the wounds may not have done so take note, do things gradually and avoid all sharp movements.

Diseases in the marine aquarium usually spread like wildfire and, taking into consideration the vast amount of water per fish in natural habitats, in theory two fish per tank—regardless of size—is too many, so please don't overcrowd. A general figure quoted by most experts is 2 gallons of water per fish or 2 in. of fish per gallon but remember, most marine fish grow considerably larger than freshwater specimens—a sailfish can grow from 1 in. to 6 ft in six months!

Having decided not to overcrowd from the beginning it would seem foolish to purchase fish which will shortly surpass the safe level of balance vital to a happy aquarium. There are, of course, other reasons for steering clear of certain fish; for example cardinals, volitans, sargassums, angelfish, and groupers will rarely eat dry food, indeed a tank containing six small sargassums at night will probably end as containing one large sargassum in the morning! The scorpion requires lots of algae; the jawfish requires up to 18 in. of gravel depth in which to bury itself at night and so on—the point being don't buy fish you know nothing about or those requiring conditions unknown to you.

Before having your first purchase placed in a container for removal, take a rough respiration count (as stethoscopes don't work too well underwater just watch the mouth opening and closing) and, after it has settled into its new home, take it again. The first sign of distress in any fish is a change of respiration. A doctor will always take his patient's respiration count first no matter what the ailment.

Unlike freshwater tropics where one tends to purchase pairs, marines should at first be bought singly for they are notorious fighters. In their natural habitat there is far more space and many more hiding places than in a river and territories are claimed. Therefore, when these 'enemies' are placed in a confined space together, fights will result; Damselfishes are especially notorious and spent most of their time squabbling. The answer is not to mix fish of the same size and species. A large angel mixed with a similar small one will seldom attack or fight whereas two of equal size will squabble constantly. Cowfish should be regarded with suspicion as should large surgeonfish. Seahorses do not often survive in a community tank either due to their inability to get to the food in time. Scorpion fish however, contrary to opinion can be kept trouble free in almost any
community setup. They soon learn what livesock is intended as food; I have a *Parroti curiata* which only eats female guppies. He refuses all else—even male guppies and brine shrimp. All this may seem very complex to the beginner but it all boils down to one simple rule: Don't just buy fish because they catch your eye without first looking up a reliable text book and confirming that they are 'safe' for your particular conditions. Due to the increasing number of 'new' fish now available this may seem a bigger task than finding out first-hand but then, that's what the experts are for. Marine fish are expensive so let them find out with their resources and wait. Marines will not be rushed.

![Dwarf grouper](Grammistes sesilinodius)

**Food.**—Sound, strangely enough, seems to be the paramount feature in 'wild' feeding. Vision is limited at depth in the sea due partly to lack of light and partly to the peculiar optical system of a fish. Unlike man, the fish has monocular vision which simply means that instead of simultaneous impulses being passed to the brain, the eye nerves pass information only to one side of the brain and this is why a fish will often rush in the wrong direction completely when excited. This handicap is however compensated by an extraordinary ability to 'hear' or 'feel' food. A shark was recently put into a special tank in Florida with impulse reactors fitted to the heart. Healthy fish placed into the same tank were ignored whereas one with a fin removed caused considerable excitement on the part of the shark at distances up to 300 yds. This not only shows the distance a fish can 'feel' movement but that it is capable of recognising a fish in distress—or easy food.
Tropical marine fish are sometimes difficult to feed at first but once they accept the first bite they will generally continue and become voracious meat eaters. The obvious thing to do is provide them with a ‘teacher’. His frantic rush for food at meal times soon teaches the others what to do. Remember that all marines are wild—unlike their freshwater cousins they have been caught in the sea and have probably never seen man before. They aren’t born in captivity and their whole system is upset by the terrifying experiences they have to contend with before finally finding a very strange home indeed. It is indeed remarkable that they ever survive being caught and transported half way across the world at all.

A young mar’s appears completely unaffected by all he suffers and will feed immediately so this may be a good ‘teacher’ to buy first. Don’t buy a clown fish as your first marine; this isn’t the easiest—especially the black variety. Damsels soon feed but should be watched closely when mixed as they are extremely aggressive. The best live food I have found to be mollies as they are almost completely unaffected by the salt and an all plastic breeding trap with a few female mollies will give your marines a continuous supply of babies to feed on. Brine shrimps is another obvious food but such a large quantity is needed that one can only regard them as a treat. Tubifex dies upon contact with salt water so only feed that which is taken immediately. White worm is very nutritious and will live a considerable time in salt but is often seen time before fish can be tempted to take it. There are several preparations one can make up such as boiled mussels or scallop, etc., but these are irksome to prepare and will depend on your enthusiasm for supplies. Shrimps and prawns, whether fresh or frozen, should be well washed and minced varieties should never be used. Small pieces of scopped heart or—better still beef (which doesn’t decompose as quickly as other meats in salt—salt beef?) are excellent foods but must not be used in excess. Of all the commercial dried foods available, Tetramarin and freeze dried brine shrimp are most suitable for marines but most dried foods will be accepted eventually. Avoid fatty foods and oily fish and give a little algae occasionally. Surgeon fish will not survive without algae and most marines like it. Care should be taken that floating foods are forced to the bottom for it is unnatural that marine fish should feed at the surface as it is seldom calm enough at sea. A large bat fish or moorish idol would either have to lift half its body out of the water to feed or tip upside-down so make sure the food sinks a little and is slowly as possible.

Next month: A list of available fish, easy fish, difficult fish and semi-salt fish.
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Readers are invited to express their views and opinions on subjects of interest to aquarists. The Editor reserves the right to shorten letters when considered necessary and is not responsible for the opinions expressed by correspondents.

pH Simply explained

H J. VOSPER's recent letter (more about pH) indicates that the meaning of the symbol "pH" is not fully understood even though an excellent letter, "pH explained," was published on this very subject.

S. P. L. Sörensen did indeed introduce the term in 1909 as a simple and effective means of expressing the acidity or alkalinity of a solution.

The original definition is as follows: "pH is the negative logarithm of the hydrogen-ion concentration." Thus pH = -log [H⁺] where [H⁺] is the concentration of hydrogen ions (in gram-moles per litre of solution).

In order to understand fully the significance of the above statement on must have a knowledge of very basic chemistry since it includes the term "hydrogen-ion." Unless the words hydrogen-ion are understood then pH itself will remain a mystery.

The reason why such an, apparently, cumbersome expression (involving negative logarithms) is used is that the hydrogen-ion concentration may vary between unity and 10⁻¹⁴. However, the pH (as defined by Sörensen) varies only between zero and +14. The advantage of using the pH scale will thus be apparent. A short example may make this a little clearer.

Suppose the hydrogen-ion concentration of a solution is 4 x 10⁻⁹ gram-moles per litre. Since log (4.0) is 0.602 then log (4 x 10⁻⁹) = 5.602 = 0.602 - 5 = -4.998. Thus pH = -log [H⁺] = 4.998. Thus we can say that the hydrogen-ion concentration of our solution is 4 x 10⁻⁹ gram-moles per litre or we can state that "the pH of our solution is 4.998."

Both these statements are equivalent but look how much more simple is the one involving pH.

Yours sincerely,
STEPHEN RYLES, L.R.I.C.

Advice Wanted

Many readers of your wonderful and most interesting magazine do not know where the Island of Malta is situated. Well it is situated in the centre of the Mediterranean between Sicily and North Africa. In Malta we have a very hot climate all the year round, in fact when winter comes, it is not very, very cold, but we have many days of warm and sunny weather during November, December, January and February, the temperature is around 65°F.

In Malta we very rarely have cold days for long periods without end. But be sure that after a day or two the sun always comes out to whet the water from the floor (at street).

The sun in Malta throws enough heat to keep a greenhouse warm from the inside without any heaters. I have kept tropical fish (in tanks) in a small room where I keep my fish with glass on one side of the room. The water of one of my tanks was without heater, and the temperature was never below 60°F. In this type of water I kept Guppies, Mollies, Bettas, Zebras and Barbs. The condition of these fish were normal as the others in heated tanks. Now the temperature of a greenhouse is warmer and I think that the water would be around the 75°F. and over.

I would be much pleased to receive letters from all those

THE AQUARIST
Correction

On the cover of the March issue of The Aquarist and... it was a Moorish Idol (Zanclus cornutus).

Yours sincerely,
A. A. Lane
Northampton.

Quite right, Master Lane, although we think the species
of Moorish Idol is Zanclus cornutus. Many thanks to
other readers who kindly wrote in to correct our error. (En)

pH Fluctuations

Referring to the letter by P. F. Capon in the
Aquarist for February, 1967, I must point out that in
the tropics, where there is a heavy algal bloom, or a dense
mass of macrophytic water weeds a pH of 10 is not only
possible but is quite common, and disfavourable from a
pH 7.0 to over 10.0 have been known. This phenomenon
is one well-known to limnologists who have worked
in tropical zones, and it can occur in waters which have
been well-limed.

The old theory of bicarbonate-carbonate buffering action
may modified, particularly if high concentrations of
phosphate or sulphate are present. A narrow range of
pH is around 7.0, as is usually advocated on the theory of
buffering is in fact very rarely attainable in the tropics,
and photosynthetic rates are so high that carbon dioxide
may become limiting. There is a fair amount of literature
on this matter in various limnological journals. There
are also reports of such diurnal variations in Alaskan,
so that it would conceivably occur in fertile (i.e. eutrophic)
waters in temperate zones.

Yours truly,
Dr. G. A. Brown, Director, Tropical Fish Culture
Research Institute, Malacca, Malaysia.

News from India

I have received the December and January issues of
your magazine and was enlightened to get news from
India about the hobby of fish-keeping. I was not
surprised to find out how our prices for tropical fishes
were much cheaper than yours because many tropicals are
found here and the neighbouring countries. Literally,
the fishes which are rare over there are eaten over here.
Take for instance the Glass Fish: it is sold in the market
always, though so small, on the balance. By taking exchange
rates equal to 1 rupee (after devaluation) I can confidently
say that one thousand to one and a half thousands of those
small glass fishes (Ambassis lala) cost 1d. The same price
goes for Dwarf gouramis, Badis Badis, Cobitis taeniae,
Barbus conchonius, Muraenichthys coris and Vittaria, Pterophae`
thera barburs, and Ecolus maculatus. Tiliqua wasasthridora
and Scatophagus argus are much cheaper than these.
Even South American fishes are much cheaper than they
are in England. But some fishes like the Discus, Pomacenter,
Turkey fishes, hatchet fishes and Rasboras are not
available.

This hobby is spreading here like fire, but the only
difficulty is that nobody wants to establish societies as you
have in Great Britain. Here you don’t get advanced
equipment but the ones you get are enough to keep your
fish healthy. There are many tropical fish shops here.
In one issue of your magazine I learnt that Aequimicron
advance was rare in your country but here the pure species
grows in abundance. Vallisneria, Hornworts, Anacharis,
Myriophyllum spicatum, water violet, and water hyacinth
are found in growing density around ponds. Lionhead
and oranda goldfishes are sometimes available. Only
Carpeidae amur can be got here. The government would
do well by a fish trade.

Welcome to All

Since I opened my new fish house a few months ago,
I have had two nights a week late for fellow aquarists
and friends. This is great fun and interesting for us all.
I decided to try and organise a club day where clubs could
come along and enjoy an afternoon exchanging ideas, etc.,
but to my utter disappointment I found clubs are sick of
gang miles to find they are not welcomed with open arms.
What has happened to relations between fish keepers
and traders?

I have put my full time to fish keeping but don’t feel
any different than I did when it was a hobby. I have tried
to find out who and what is wrong.
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The double-tank system
by Bill Simms

Keeping goldfish in aquaria has always had the one major difficulty: that of providing sufficient space so that the fish have good water to live in which is as free from pollution as possible.

This problem has been tackled by aquarists in many ways. We have provided plenty of plants with sufficient light to keep them healthy, and in addition we have reduced the number of fish in each tank so that they do not overload the plants with excessive amounts of dirt.

But it is still a sorry compromise from which many arbitrary and varied rules have arisen. A square foot of surface to each 1 inch of goldfish. At least a dozen plants for each 1 inch of goldfish. And so on. The marvel is that so many aquarists have managed to keep such healthy fish under these very restricting circumstances. It says much for their devotion to their hobby and to the skill they have acquired.

Perhaps a system I have used for many years will help to make life a little easier for these dedicated cold-water enthusiasts. It will certainly improve the conditions for their fish.

Essentially, the system consists of using two tanks in one of which are the fish, and in the other are plants only. With this set-up it is possible to keep four times as many fish in the single tank as one could with a single-tank system. That is, twice as many as the two tanks could hold if used separately. This is possible because the tank holding the plants acts as a miniature pond. The water from the fish tank is siphoned into one end of the plant-tank, trickles very slowly between the plants and re-siphons back into the fish tank as purified pond water. The ways of doing this will be explained later.

Now, does it work? asks the cynical aquarist. Well, it most certainly does. I have used it without any songs for many years and think nothing of keeping a dozen 2-3 inch goldfish in a 24 X 12 X 12 aquarium—without any change of water for a year.

In addition, a pet-shop keeper, who had frequently complained to me about the hard work involved in stocking his goldfish with daily changes of water to keep them healthy, has been using the system. He finds that in two 36-inch tanks he can carry a stock of 50-100 2-inch fish, in far better health than the majority of shops manage—and with a water change only once every six months. He now uses three such double-tank set-ups.

There are many more aquarists using this double-tank system who can testify to the increase in health of their fish after commencing its use. In particular, those who try to rear large broods of goldfish fry have found it far simpler under this double-tank system and they have been able to rear to maturity many more fish from each brood.

Well, let us get down to the mechanics of the system. You must have two tanks of about the same capacity; one aeration that will have to run continuously, so buy a good one; one simple air-lift; some lengths of stiff three-eighths inch plastic tubing and rubber tubing to fit this and a wide-necked jar reaching to 1 inch short of the inside height of the tank. This can usually be obtained from the chemist but check what chemical it has held and clean it thoroughly.

Look at drawing 1 which is a top view of the two tanks. Place them alongside each other; the closer the better but see that they stand firmly without rocking or bearing on each other. Decide which is to be the one containing the fish and place the jar in the other in a corner near the fish tank.

Using 1 to 2 inches of fine gravel as the base in each tank, fill them with water to within half an inch of the top of the jar, that is 1 inches from the tank top, not forgetting to fill the jar first.

Then plant your plant tank thickly, all over, with plants. I find that 100 valisneria and 30 elodea densa just about fill a 30-inch tank but you can vary this. Do not stint the plants, however, for they are the most essential part of the whole system.

Now plant your fish tank, as ornamentally as you wish but this time remember that you will have more fish in it and that they will require more swimming space than you have previously allowed. I use shorter plants, about 8 dozen in a 30-inch tank.

Next you make up the syphons. Look at drawing 2. Four right-angle pieces are needed (they bend easily under hot water) one to be long enough to reach well down into the fish tank, and the other three to reach about 2 inches below the water level. Two of the short ones have their bottom holes left open. The other two are sealed at the bottom and, under the water, and have about eight one-
Cut pieces of rubber tubing to join the tops of the syphons at points—see drawing 2 again. The completed U-shaped syphon with two short ends goes to position A in drawing 1, with its open end in the plant tank. The other syphon, with the long sealed end, is placed in position B with its open end in the jar.

When the air lift is placed in the jar (see drawing 3) and connected to the aerator, the set-up is complete, apart from the lighting. Both tanks must be well lit for about 8-10 hours each day. Then visit a local pond and fill a ten-gallon fish jar with clean pond water from among weeds if possible. This water, which is full of the right kinds of bacteria, should be poured into the plant tank, and will, within a week, fill the whole system with the proper microscopic fauna and flora.

The system should be left functioning for a week before the introduction of any fish, and during that time you will see a gradual clearing of the water. Then introduce your fish. Within a month or so there will be a sparkle in the very slightly green-tinted water that will delight the eyes of the more knowledgeable aquarists; but, and this is more important, the fish will begin to show the effects of this better treatment.

A few further working points. Keep any snails to the fish side of the set-up. That is why the syphons are sealed at that end. Snails have a habit of crawling into syphons, and blocking them. If you want snails in the plant tank, then use a similar small excluder on that end of the syphon.

Keep the level of the water in the tanks just below the top of the jars. If the syphon at position A in drawing 1 becomes blocked, the plant tank will gradually fill until it floods into the jar. From then on it will only circulate the plant tank water. That is why the jar must be 1 inch shorter than the tank height. It can never overflow, and is completely fool-proof.

Sediment and algae are inclined to gather in the syphon tubes, thus restricting the flow of water. A smart tap on the rubber joining portion will usually clear this, but eventually the syphons will have to be taken out and cleaned. This is made easy by the rubber junction.

Never disturb the water and bottom sediment that gathers in the plant tank. This will be teeming with the correct kinds of microscopic life, each adapted to its own niche in the balance of your miniature pond. There they will perform their own function of water purifying.

Try this double-tank system, and join the ranks of the less-frustrated keepers of healthy fish. You will find that the tiresome task of water-changing is a thing of the past, even with many more fish in your tank.
Pond problems alleviated
by Leon Thorn

Things ideas and suggestions that follow are intended primarily for people with small garden ponds and fountains. I am, unfortunately, in this category and have a pond measuring only 5 ft. x 3 ft. x 18 in. deep, but I think it has given me as much pleasure as anything I have ever owned. I have to confess, however, that it was rather rushed and thoughtlessly conceived in the first place because it was constructed of old garden paving-slabs that became available at no cost. These slabs are grotted with concrete and although the pond has sloping sides, with corners filled in with concrete faced with pebbles, it eventually and inevitably suffered from frost damage as can only be expected.

Pond repair
An unsightly and disturbing drop in level of about one foot was finally traced to a 4 ft. long crack between the slabs on one side. After waiting for warmer weather this was successfully sealed, without fully emptying the pond and the consequential disturbance of the fish and plants, by the use of the type of filler used for repairing motor-car bodies.

As those who have a pond and limited space will know, the complete emptying, netting, and temporary care of the fish and plants can be a major operation; therefore the use of this modern commodity was a great saving in time and effort and I am sure my goldfish, tench and carp must have been happier for their uninterfered! The crack was first brushed out and then dried with a hair dryer on a long lead from the house (extreme care being taken not to drop the dryer into the pond!). The type of filler used was the paste type with a tube of white hardener. This is obtainable from most garages and nearly all motor accessory shops for a few shillings. It would, perhaps, be unjustifiably expensive to use for a very large crack or hole but the advantage for a small job is that the material sets hard so quickly that the pond can be re-filled within about 15 to 30 minutes and, according to my experience, has absolutely no deleterious effect upon either fish or plants.

If you have no experience with this type of filler and wish to try it, in order to avoid wastage I suggest that you first experiment with a very small amount and that you also mix it with something akin to an old table knife and in an old sauce tin you are prepared to throw away afterwards, for it does go hard and it does stick! Any material left over is very useful for other filling-in or repair jobs about the house.

Sealing Porous Concrete
After the repair of the 4 ft. crack, my pond level still fell

A typical garden pond as discussed in this article

4 in. or so in a few days though I knew the main crack was adequately sealed. I decided the trouble must be porous or finely holed concrete. However, I had previously just discovered, to my cost, that trichloroethylene dissolved the plastic cup into which I was attempting to degrease some motor parts. This accident was put to good service. Half a dozen of these plastic cups were dissolved in trichloroethylene in a jam-jar and made into a very thin plastic paint. The cups are the thin plastic type issued by coffee machines and many large offices and works cantines. After lowering the surface of the pond with the pump and letting the concrete dry, the top of the water was covered with newspapers and the thin plastic paint then applied with an old paint brush. A full pond for the rest of the summer, apart from evaporation, proved the idea to be both successful and economical and, due to the extremely rapid drying, the pond was topped up again within 20 minutes.

If the plastic cups are first cut into small pieces and rapidly stirred in the trichloroethylene, the dissolving time is greatly accelerated.

Trichloroethylene, often referred to as "trike", is the basis of many cleaning fluids and is obtainable from some chemists. It is not expensive but there are certain precautionary measures to be taken such as refraining from smoking when it is being used, avoidance of inhalation of the vapour and direct contact with the skin.

If you have access to a free supply of these used plastic cups (you will note I don't suggest buying them!), and can obtain some "trike", the idea is well worth a try for the result certainly gives a very quick-drying waterproof skin to the concrete.

Pond Pump
A small pond such as mine does not justify the expense of
a conventional submersible pump neither have I the cash to spare, so for two years now an electric washing machine pump has served the purpose of a fountain, filter and emptying medium, giving hundreds of hours of satisfactory service. But if you are not thoroughly competent with electrical work and wish to experiment with one of these pumps, please seek expert advice or assistance for this part of the work.

An approximate timing gives the capacity as about 2 gallons a minute. The pump itself is sealed into an old plastic lunchbox which in turn is covered by a large plastic container with slots cut out for the ¼ in. bore plastic inlet and outlet pipes. The whole assembly is conveniently hidden behind the coal bunker with the two plastic tubes lightly buried where they enter the pond.

A minor snag with the pump was the ¼ in. inlet which had to be "reduced" to fit the ½ in. plastic hose, but this was solved by cutting the shoulder and neck from a small plastic bottle. By the way, just in case you do not know, plastic hose is easily made to fit a larger bore union, say up to ½ in. or so, by holding the hose-end in hot water and then spreading the diameter of the nose of a pair of pliers.

Fountain Jet

The fountain jet itself, after scores of experiments and an enormous amount of childish amusement with various home-made jets, was finally resolved by the use of a 3s. 6d. plastic frog, suitably modified. The frog sits happily on the side of the pond and certainly does not look out of place, with water pouring from the holes I made in his mouth.

Emptying the Pond

For emptying or lowering the water level when necessary, the "frog fountain" is simply pulled off and a spare ½ in. plastic hose is connected to the household drain.

Strainer

The strainer for the suction hose in the pond is made out of an empty, well-washed and well-perforated plastic detergent bottle. When first installed in gin-clear water it looked rather makeshift and out of place, but within a short time the algal growth covered its incongruity and it now looks quite natural and performs its duty well.

Filtering

None of us seem to have trouble from time-to-time with murky pond water and there seems to be no point in having a pond if we cannot see the fish. I am no exception, but the washing machine pump also provides a useful time-saver here. Again, when necessary the "frog fountain" is removed and a connection made to a "watering-can filter". The filtering medium is merely a bucket-shaped piece of old bed-sheet, especially fashioned by my wife, with an elastic top. This fits inside a small perforated plastic bucket which in turn fits into a watering-can, and the filtered water returns to the pond via the shortened spout.

I have found that filtering is best done at the week-end, probably while pottering about the garden, because if the water is very green in the morning, the washing machine needs to be switched on and rinsing after the first hour and then at less and less frequent intervals as the water clears. Filtering usually achieves its object in about 35 hours but the time can be much reduced by first lowering the pond to about half its capacity and then re-filling when the water clears. In hot weather re-filling is best done very slowly first thing in the morning after the pond temperature has dropped overnight and more nearly matches that from the domestic tap.

Priming the Pump

A pump initially made for a washing machine naturally has its limitations and little snags when compared with a more expensive submersible pump, and one of these snags is the fact that the pump is not self-priming. A point to remember is that the pump should be sited at about the same level as the surface of the pond (certainly not much higher) and the pump must be primed before it will work. However, as sucking by the mouth is a rather hit-and-miss affair, and liable to give one a headache, initial priming can easily be achieved by attaching a hose from the household tap to the fountain, then switching on the pump and the tap together. When bubbles cease to emerge from the strainer in the pond, priming will be complete; the tap is then turned off, hose removed, and it will be seen that the pump is then functioning. Providing neither hoses are lifted above the surface, priming will remain and the fountain can be switched off and on at will.

Home-made Nets

After many unsuccessful attempts to buy large mesh but small-mesh nets locally (for netting fish in the pond), my good wife eventually came up with the answer—Terylene curtain "material. One yard makes two large nets. First attempts with this material had two corners which "trapped" small fish and made it difficult to remove without the use of the fingers. Finally my wife made two entirely satisfactory nets having a "bucket shape", i.e., with a flat bottom. These are ideal; they soon shake dry, have a fine enough mesh for even the smallest fry and last quite a long time. The frame is made of strong wire bent to shape and this is bound with cord to an old brush handle. The net openings are about 10 in. across.

Fish Food

If I may digress now from the practical side of pond equipment, I wonder if many of you have tried cocked peas as an extra item of food? My goldfish, tench and carp, both in the pond and the aquarium, are very fond of them. The peas are first squeezed between finger and thumb and then just dropped in the water.
Waterlife pests and friends—the Water Hog-Louse
by Bill Simms

The presence of the Water Hog-Louse, _Aedilus aquaticus_, need not alarm the aquarist unduly. Nevertheless, it is a warning, for this is one of the small animals whose presence indicates to water engineers that some degree of pollution exists in that water.

If the water engineer suspects pollution in any water supply he will examine all the small animal life in that water. Predominance of _Aedilus_ over other forms means that further investigation is called for, but not always does it follow that the water is bad. In many cases the various small creatures may have cleared up what was only a temporary source of pollution.

The Water Hog-Louse is completely harmless to fish, as it feeds only on decaying animal and vegetable matter—detritus. By this means it performs a useful function, together with other small creatures and with bacteria, in clearing away dead objects, and transforming them into a less objectionable form.

In colour this ½ inch long creature is usually dirty brown or grey, but under certain conditions it can appear to be mauve-violet. Because the skin is fairly translucent it is probable that its food influences these colour differences.

Because it mainly crawls and clings the water louse moves quite slowly, and can easily be spotted as it moves around in search of food, but there are times when it does swim in a leisurely fashion. Fast running water is useless to it for two reasons: first it could not move easily against it, and secondly it is only in comparatively still water that it would find food. In fast moving water any detritus is quickly swept away.

There appears to be no special breeding period, for females can be found with young at almost all seasons. Like the water flea and the slater, to which these etc are related, the female water hog-louse has abdominal plates on its front four pairs of legs, and these overlap sufficiently to form a sort of pouch underneath. It is in this pouch that the 50 or so eggs are laid, and carried.

After hatching out, the resultant youngsters remain in this pouch until they are perfectly formed miniatures of their parents. Then they emerge to look after themselves. Presumably sufficient finely sifted detritus will filter into their pouch to sustain them during the 3-6 weeks needed for this development.

The aquarist who finds water hog-lice in his aquarium will probably realize that he has allowed too much detritus to collect on the bottom. One odd water louse is no cause for concern, however. Any reasonably large fish will soon collect it, and in the meantime it will be scavenging along the bottom.

The scallop
by Tom Hurst

The Scallop has been one of the ancient symbols of the world since the first cave man sketched on the wall of his outhouse. Aphrodite was transported to Cythera Island on a Scallop shell and the emblem of St. James of Spain remains to this day a Scallop. Shells have always fascinated man since he first used them as cutting edges and none have received more attention than the common Scallop. You probably pass one every day even if only on the Shell petroleum advertisements.

The Latin for Scallop is _Pectes_ and this, as every schoolboy knows, means comb and no lady of ancient times would be seen without a hairfall of Scallop. There are over 250 varieties of Scallop ranging in colour from whitish blue, red, purple and black so no doubt their ornamental
attraction was strong.

They are extremely lively creatures and can propel themselves through water by opening the shell wide and closing it with a bang by accrossing the central adductor muscle. This action causes the creature to leap along in short limb bounds. It can also frighten away intruders by raising the velum on one side and closing it again rapidly when it causes it to spin around. An escape trick is also managed by raising the velum at the front. Rapid closure in position causes it to leap backwards. A Scallop removed from water will actuate all these devices at once, raising its shell together violently for several minutes after exposure.

When the shell is opened a short white circular muscle can be seen. This is the actual Scallop, relished as food by gourmets all over the world and, although everything in the shell is edible, only the adductor muscle is eaten for the Scallop, unlike most shellfish, remains open when dead and the air soon pollutes the organs. Apart from the adductor, an enormous reproductive gland wraps around the muscle assuming the shape of the shell under which lie the gills. Food is filtered through these gills and passed to the digestive organs located between the adductor muscle and the hinge.

The Scallop is generally unable to adapt itself to aquarium life for its food is basically plankton which is normally collected by drifting along the sea bed in a horizontal position with its shell open just enough to admit water high in bacteria content, a condition hardly available in the aquarium—we hope. This feeding process is aided by having the gills at high speed which separates water from food.

The most remarkable aspect of the Scallop is the number of eyes which surround the inner edges of the shell. These eyes are unique in that they incorporate the entire mirror system as the purest feline behind the perfect retinas. Perhaps the most "eye toying" of all Scallop is the common blue eyes (Pecten vulgarius) which has over 100 eyes gleaming from between rows of tiny tentacles, similar to those of the enme, which surround the fringe of the shell. These perfect eyes grow on the tips of stalks which grow at random times and where they feel like it and, although they appear to be scattered irregularly, several eyes all share the same main nerve via independent optic nerves that surround the nodule. This main nerve is connected directly to the brain. All the eyes are completely blue and grow wherever a space occurs. Eyes removed by accident or surgery will be replaced by new ones within a month. It seems, however, that the brain is incapable of making full use of these remarkable eyes for although they contain a double vision—not found elsewhere in the invertebrate world—a Scallop will only react to large bodies casting a shadow upon them leaping violently when this happens. When it comes to the pinch it is the tentacles that "feel" the enemy and not the eye that sees it.

The main enemy of the Scallop is the Starfish which wraps itself around the shell and forces it open just enough to insert its stomach into the Scallop. It then feeds on the inside, withdraws its stomach and moves on. The situation is the same as described for the Starfish, the scallop usually loses a number of eyes and this may be the reason for their excessive number. Perhaps one day we will understand it better.

Remarks on the competition

Your response to our competition has been very encouraging. The essays received are of a very high standard and are giving our judges a great deal of pleasure in reading them as well as difficulty in sorting out the close contenders for the main prizes. The quality of writing and the general treatment of subject-matter was extremely good generally as were some of the drawings and paintings with which the essays were illustrated. It seems likely that we have quite a number of budding writers who, if it is hoped, will be encouraged to submit further contributions for possible publication in the Junior Aquarist. It is hoped that the final results will be published in the May issue. We shall also be publishing some of the best essays in successive issues.
Our experts' answers to tropical fish-keeping

Many queries from readers of "The Aquarist" are answered by each month, all aspects of the fancy being covered. Not all queries and answers can be published, and a stamped self-addressed envelope should be sent so that a direct reply can be given.

What can you tell me about a fish called the merry widow?

The fish popularly known as the merry widow is Phalinochromis anulatus. It is a livebearer from Guatemala that grows no larger than a guppy. The male is noted for the unusual length of his fertilizing organ (the gonopodium). This extends back as far as the caudal peduncle. *P. anulatus* is a peaceful and prolific species and does well in a community aquarium.

In a book on travel in the U.S.A. I came across a reference to a water plant called the Florida devil. Can you please help me to discover this plant's botanical name?

Florida devil is just another of the several common names applied to *Eichornia crassipes*, better known in this country as the water hyacinth.

I have been told that pure lemon juice may be used to acidify aquarium water. Is this true?

Lemon juice can be used to acidify aquarium water, but care must be taken not to introduce too many drops or else the fishes will soon become distressed and gasp at the surface.

Is it a fact that the rhinones of water lilies are esteemed by oriental peoples as food?

We do not know whether all oriental peoples esteem the rhinones or tubers of water lilies as food (besides, the rhinones of some water lilies are poisonous) but a few species (*Nymphaea stellata*, for instance) are cooked and served with curry in some parts of tropical Asia.

What conditions and foods are required for the fish named Pseudocrenicichlasia derio?

*P. derio*, commonly known as the dragon-fin, is given, clear, aerated water and plenty of swimming space in a tank maintained at a temperature of about 75°F (24°C). Any live or dried food normally fed to an ammnia-
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I have just bought two young *Callichthys callichthys*. They are roughly 1 1/2 in. in length and look in tip-top condition. How long will it take for these fish to attain a size of about 4 in.?

About 18 months, provided they are kept in a large aquarium and are given their 81. Daily of such things as chopped and whole earthworms, small shellfish, maggots, meat, and the like.

Please give me some information regarding a fish called Peckolochrome auratus.

*P. auratus* is an African cichlid from Lake Nyasa. It was first introduced to tropical aquariums about two years ago. It is rather retiring by nature but settles down well in an aquarium containing soft, neutral to slightly alkaline water maintained at a temperature range of about 72°F (22°C) to 78°F (26°C). The usual live fish and fish foods are taken.

To settle an argument, please use you tell me whether any magazines devoted to the aquarium-keeping hobby were published in any country before the First World War?

German aquarists had their own magazines as far back as the 1890s, and at least two aquarium magazines were in circulation in the U.S.A. before 1914. One of these, *Aquatic Life and the Aquatic World*, is still in print.
Coldwater fish-keeping answered by A. Boarder

I have two coldwater catfish in a large tank. One is 7 in, long and still growing and the other a little smaller. How are they doing? Can they be bred? What are their breeding habits and how large do they grow?

The European catfish, known as Silurus glanis, is one of the largest freshwater fishes of Europe. They are difficult to sex, the fattier belly of the female being the obvious sign; they could be bred but they would have to be of a fair size with plenty of swimming space. They lay their eggs on leaves and are believed to guard the eggs, at least the male. If the fish does not want to breed they can grow to over 100 pounds in weight and prefer live foods, adult fishes eating mainly fishes, snail, frog, or small mammals.

I have some shubunkins in my pond which are suffering from white spot disease. If I empty half the water from the pond, catch up the fishes, will the water snails become hosts for the white spot parasites?

I do not think that you can get rid of the trouble with the aid of water snails. You will have to take the fishes from the pond and treat them as advised in previous issues of The Aquarist. By changing the fishes each day from one tank to a sterilised one you can clear away the pests.

I have a garden pond which is infested with leeches. I have removed the fishes, now want to know how to clear out the leeches.

As there are no fishes in the pond you should be able to trap the leeches. Get some pieces of meat, horse flesh from a pet shop will do, tie them on string and lower into the pond. After a couple of days examine first thing in the mornings and kill any leeches attached.

I have two goldfish in a tank which I think is of adequate size. The fishes have developed a white film over the body. It does not look like fungus. What is the trouble and how can it be cured?

The trouble appears to be what is known as velvet disease, Oosphaera. It often affects fishes when the water has become impure or over-charged with minerals. Change the water and then do not feed at all for a week. Then only give live food. A bath in a salt solution for a few days would help. A tablespoonful of sea salt to a gallon of water is the rate.

I keep four golden and green tench with four goldfish in a tank 24 x 12 x 12 in. The tench have small white blisters on their bodies. What is the reason?

You do not say how large the fish are. The tank should not have more than 12 in. of fish not including the tail and with such types as tench even this could be too heavily stocked. The water may need changing and then keep to a live food only diet for a time when things should improve.

I have been asked to look into the possibility of restocking the village pond. It is about 50 ft. in radius and appears to be no more than a foot deep. Can you advise please?

The first task will be to clear out much of the silt from the pond. Once this is done the true depth can be ascertainment. Some under-water oxygenating plants can be added, such as Elodea canadensis, Egeria densa, Lemma capito, and Caraphillum demorium. Not much of each need be used as they will soon spread. A water lily or two can be added and some plants to set near the edges, such as Pontederia cordata, Sagittaria japonica and rushes or reeds. All the water plants should be grown in a pond with a natural base and so too many need not be used. Once the plants are growing some fishes can be introduced. The best types will be common goldfish, rolo, golden rudd and golden or green tench.

Coldwater fish-keeping answered by A. Boarder

I have two coldwater catfish in a large tank. One is 7 in, long and still growing and the other a little smaller. How are they doing? Can they be bred? What are their breeding habits and how large do they grow?

The European catfish, known as Sillurus glanis, is one of the largest freshwater fishes of Europe. They are difficult to sex, the fattier belly of the female being the obvious sign; they could be bred but they would have to be of a fair size with plenty of swimming space. They lay their eggs on leaves and are believed to guard the eggs, at least the male. If the fish does not want to breed they can grow to over 100 pounds in weight and prefer live foods, adult fishes eating mainly fishes, snail, frog, or small mammals.

I have some shubunkins in my pond which are suffering from white spot disease. If I empty half the water from the pond, catch up the fishes, will the water snails become hosts for the white spot parasites?

I do not think that you can get rid of the trouble with the aid of water snails. You will have to take the fishes from the pond and treat them as advised in previous issues of The Aquarist. By changing the fishes each day from one tank to a sterilised one you can clear away the pests.

I have a garden pond which is infested with leeches. I have removed the fishes, now want to know how to clear out the leeches.

As there are no fishes in the pond you should be able to trap the leeches. Get some pieces of meat, horse flesh from a pet shop will do, tie them on string and lower into the pond. After a couple of days examine first thing in the mornings and kill any leeches attached.

I have two goldfish in a tank which I think is of adequate size. The fishes have developed a white film over the body. It does not look like fungus. What is the trouble and how can it be cured?

The trouble appears to be what is known as velvet disease, Oosphaera. It often affects fishes when the water has become impure or over-charged with minerals. Change the water and then do not feed at all for a week. Then only give live food. A bath in a salt solution for a few days would help. A tablespoonful of sea salt to a gallon of water is the rate.

I keep four golden and green tench with four goldfish in a tank 24 x 12 x 12 in. The tench have small white blisters on their bodies. What is the reason?

You do not say how large the fish are. The tank should not have more than 12 in. of fish not including the tail and with such types as tench even this could be too heavily stocked. The water may need changing and then keep to a live food only diet for a time when things should improve.

I have been asked to look into the possibility of restocking the village pond. It is about 50 ft. in radius and appears to be no more than a foot deep. Can you advise please?

The first task will be to clear out much of the silt from the pond. Once this is done the true depth can be ascertainment. Some under-water oxygenating plants can be added, such as Elodea canadensis, Egeria densa, Lemma capito, and Caraphillum demorium. Not much of each need be used as they will soon spread. A water lily or two can be added and some plants to set near the edges, such as Pontederia cordata, Sagittaria japonica and rushes or reeds. All the water plants should be grown in a pond with a natural base and so too many need not be used. Once the plants are growing some fishes can be introduced. The best types will be common goldfish, rolo, golden rudd and golden or green tench.
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Marine queries answered by T. Ravensdale

Can you suggest a place where I may be able to collect anemones around the South Coast? The best spot I have found nearest to London is Black Rock, Brighton. There are a number of large rocks visible at low tide opposite the swimming pool.

How big does a puffer fish grow? There are a considerable number of 'puffers' and 'blow fish' on the market so it is difficult to answer this question at all but a few days ago I saw in the Antwerp public aquarium a 'puffer' (species unknown) a full 23 in. from nose to tail!

Can I use water from the North Wales coast for my marine aquarium and is ordinary sand good enough for some? Sea water from this area has a density of about 1.21 which is perfectly alright for invertebrates etc. but remember that density can change with temperature thus killing the smaller oceanics and rendering the water impure. For this reason alone it seems false economy to use possibly foul water when perfectly good 'controllable' water can be obtained synthetically. Synthetic sea water is far clearer than pure sea water. Ordinary sand is very doubtful in the marine aquarium and I would prefer to use silver sand, quartz, or better still, crushed coral. The last mentioned will of course help to stop acid build up in the water.

I wish to convert an ordinary fish-framed aquarium into a marine tank and have heard that there is a special paint on the market. Can you tell me the name of the one which is safe to paint the inside of the tank and the top with it? I think the paint you have referred to must be polyurethane based and the only one I personally know of is 'Diamond' paint. This is only available in white and costs 17/- per pint. It is not necessary to paint the inside of your aquarium at all. A tube of Hyko "Aquasealer" can be used to seal glass to glass joints and this will also keep the putty from contact with the water. The London Zoo Aquarium uses an epoxy resin paint for just this purpose and have had considerable success with it.

Can you recommend any books dealing specifically with marine? "The Saltwater Aquarium In the Home" by Bell Stranghan is one of the best now available and I can also recommend "A guide to Marine Aquarium Keeping" by Peter Chabaty at 6/- . Other books obtainable are "Marine Tropicals" by Skemer at 32/- and a "Guide to Tropical Marine Fishes" by Atkinson at 65/- . There is also a 3/- T.F.H. publication called "Saltwater Fishes" which is quite good. A new German book by Wolfgang Vanlen has now been translated into English by the London Zoo aquarium Curator, Dr. Gwynne Veres, priced at 10/- and entitled "The Marine Aquarium." This book I feel offers the best value for money.

In your article "Going Marine" I noted with interest that you say crabs can be kept in the freshwater aquarium. How was this done and what is a safe size? Marine crabs if less than 1 in. in size, can be slowly acclimatised to a freshwater aquarium in a matter of less than 2 weeks provided the change is made slowly. This can be done by keeping the crab in a tank half full of water taken from the sea and adding freshwater daily until the salt content is nil. He will eat anything but will prefer yabbies to all else. The temperature should also be raised slowly until it matches that of your community aquarium whereupon he may be placed safely in with fish. He will not attack fish if left alone but should be watched when he reaches a size beyond 2 in. A tight cover should be kept on well planted tanks as a crab is a remarkably good climber and will run up the leaf of a large plant like a monkey.

Cryptocoryne nevillii

Of all the genera of plants available to the tropical aquarium enthusiast, the genus Cryptocoryne probably contains more different species and, indeed, forms of species than any other genus. There are more than 50 species of the plant which are known, and a number of these appear in different forms. There is no doubt that there are still various species of Cryptocoryne that have not as yet been discovered, and due to the fact that various species assume different forms when grown under different conditions, there is still a lot of doubt about the correct names for given plants, even amongst dealers. It is only necessary to order plants of, say, Cryptocoryne affinis from one dealer, and plants of Cryptocoryne "baueriana" from another dealer, to find that you have the same plant being sold under two different names. It's rather like buying rose bushes which are out of bloom and which have lost their labels. It takes an expert to be able to name any given plant of Cryptocoryne. Even with the aid of a well-illustrated text book it is most difficult to name a great many of the less common plants of this genus.

Fortunately, in the dwarf form of Cryptocoryne nevillii, although there may be some doubt as to its correct name, we have a plant which is easily recognised by its size, shape and form. I have seen plants advertised for sale at prices ranging from 1s. 6d. to 3s., with one large dealer offering a "pygmy form" at 10s.

What's so special about the dwarf form of C. nevillii? In my opinion it's about the best foreground plant for the tropical aquarium. It's a slow growing plant which does not require any attention once it is planted. The leaves are a bright pale green in colour, those on my plants being about 1 in. in length, by about 1 in. wide. The leaves are borne on a pediole which is approximately 2 in. in length. This small plant does not carry a great number of leaves at once but those which it does have are kept for a very long time. Reproduction, which is slow, is by the production of new plants on stolons sent out by the adult plant.

Being a relatively small plant, the dwarf form of C. nevillii is best when several plants are grouped together in patches in the front part of the aquarium. It can be planted in conjunction with some of the smaller species of Echinodora or Sagittaria, but in water which may be too soft for plants of these genera, C. nevillii will survive, especially in shaded conditions where other plants will fail.
British bufo-ids and some others

by Eric Gillingham

By the time that you are able to peruse these notes, it is extremely probable that the bathing-season of the British toads will be in full-swing. Like the "common frog"—now, alas!, anything but common in many of its former haunts—the toads react to the rhythms offered by the first of the signs of the Zodiac— which is Aries the Ram—and they resort to the ponds and shallow lakes with that same apparent willingness for astrology which is characteristic of many of the spellbound followers of the popular press; unfortunately these latter folk do not actually "jump in the lake!"

Be this as it may, the fact is that within ten days or so of the spawning of the common frog (Bufo temporaria)—which event is controlled to some extent by the vicissitudes of our recalcitrant climate—the toads "take the plunge" sometime between the last two weeks of March and the first few of April, in accordance with the prevailing weather conditions. Prompt seems to demand that the frogs take priority; but despite the fact that both often share the same sheet of water, it is noticeable that the actual deposition of spawn takes place in different localities, and that the growing tadpoles seldom intermingle.

Tadpoles are readily distinguished from those of the frog by their dusky-black colour and their smaller size; they are also much more gregarious in the later stages of their development and are, of course, far easier to catch with a net than the relatively fast-swimming frog tadpoles; I am referring specifically to the well-grown larvae as both kinds are not at all mobile for some five or six days after hatching.

During most of the year, the prevailing imbalance between the sexes of the common toad (Bufo bufo) is readily overlooked but at this time one can scarcely fail to remark the large number of superfluous males. These are recognisable by their slender outlines, small size, light grey-buff colouring, and by the mere fact that most of them are single. Any female actually taken from the water at this time, will almost certainly be in amplexus with a successful male, or indeed, males—I have known healthy gravid females to perish miserably beneath a heaving mass of excited males, whose clinging-reflex is at this time so strongly marked that they will often pile on to one wretched female, or sometimes even on to one another, and built-a-doree, obstinately refusing to relinquish their hold, can quite easily exhaust the more stoutly-built female, and in the end, she dies, it would seem, from drowning!

I have seen this occur but in fairness to the actuarial analysis, it should perhaps be mentioned that the balance tends to be restored by the puzzling fact that literally scores of unattached males are found dead in the water every April. These pitiful cadavers are usually rather emaciated in appearance but are otherwise totally undamaged; and here, surely, is something for the field-workers to get their teeth into—it seems to me not unlikely that this phenomenon is in some way related to the exchanges which have been frequently observed to take place in developing toads, subsequent to metamorphosis, and often between the third and fourth years of life.

The common toad differs in some respects from several of its nearest relatives, in the possession of two oviducts which, naturally, give rise to double strings of gelatinously-coated black eggs, and the male and female both lack the sub-gular vocal sac which is employed by some male bufonids in order to produce "singing". However, both sexes are able to produce a quiet croak which sounds somewhat like an embarrassed diner endeavouring to suppress an involuntary eructation. As far as Europe is concerned, the common toad is probably the most successful of all the anurs. Except for the frigid areas of the extreme north, it ranges throughout the palaearctic region but it is surprisingly absent from Ireland, Corsica, Sardinia, and the Balkan Islands.

In the case of Ireland it is replaced by the Natterjack (Bufo calamita) which is to be found only in County Kerry in South-Western Ireland, but there seems to be a strong argument in favour of the supposition that this occurrence is the result of deliberate introduction by some unknown enthusiast.

Whilst we are dealing with the "rush toad", sometimes called "running toad", it would be as well to compare this lively little member of the genus Bufo, with some of its continental relatives. But first let us take a brief look at its distribution in modern England.

Nowadays, the Natterjack is largely a Midland and Western-County toad although formerly it was quite common in certain southern localities (it is still to be taken locally in Surrey and Sussex, but you must know the spots). I possess a copy of a book published in 1839 from the pen of one Thomas Bell, F.R.S., entitled "British Reptiles", in which the author quotes the Natterjack as "common on Putney Heath" and "abundant on Blackheath and around Deptford"! Today, one would scarcely expect to encounter anything more entertaining than a few handfuls of voters in these localities. However, it really is abundant in parts of Lancashire. I have secured more than a score on the Ainsdale golf course—just outside Southport, within the hour and I should mention that thersabores the common toad is equally abundant.

Closely allied to the Natterjack, but not to be found in Britain, is the green toad (Bufo viridis) (see The Aquarist, March 1967). If you are in any doubt about the identity of any specimen caught on the continent (i.e. whether
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Natterjack or green toad: east of the river Rhine and anywhere from Southern Sweden to North Africa, have a
good look at the underside of the fore-legs: if the sub-
articular tubercules at the conjunction of the digits on the
feet are one single row, then the subject is a green toad—
Natterjack’s tubercules are paired, that is to say they form
two rows. Both these toads prefer to live in sandy sur-
roundings and will thrive on a diet of almost any moving
insect, once again do not rely exclusively on mealworms
or indeed, upon any one particular dietary item.

Two more sand-loving toads that appear from time to
time in the dealers’ lists are the Moorish toad (sometimes
called the panther toad (Bufo Mauritanica)) and the
Abyssinian toad (Bufo regularis).

The former is from North-West Africa—Algeria to
Morocco, and may easily reach 4 inches in length. The
males have a well-developed sub-gular vocal-sac, and are
inclined to be noisy in the early part of the year.

This one may be distinguished from the rather similar
Abyssinian toad by means of close observation—it lacks
the tiny spines on the warty tubercules of the dorsal
surface and (usually) lacks also the faint yellow median
line running along the vertebral column. West African
specimens of B. regularis are inclined to be much smaller
than similar aged examples of the Moorish toad; but on
the contrary, individuals of this species (B. regularis) from
the Cape area occasionally run to five-and-a-half or even
six inches.

Both these toads tend to reject large earthworms, and

Toad spawn festooned among water plant

Rear view of toads in amplexus showing spawn being exuded

Toads often adopt the defence-position, standing with abdomen
fully inflated and limbs straight up from the ground like
props, and it seems to me that they fail to distinguish
between large earthworms and snakes!

Of course, if you really care for the genus Bufo, the
daddy of them all is, without doubt, the so-called marine
toad (B. marinus) from the Neo-tropical region. Originally
found from Mexico to the Argentine, it has now been
introduced into Cuba and Florida, apparently because,

Note double string of spawn
Despite its immense bulk, it is ready to consume mosquitoes!

It is strange, indeed, that this monster customarily hops when you would expect it to crawl, and seems to prefer small insects to larger prey. One that I kept, refused to have anything to do with mice—even little "pinks," and subsisted entirely upon bluebottles, woodlice and mealworms (Molinia) whereas a very large common toad from Southern Italy, measuring about four inches in length and weighing less than half of the marine toad's bulk, eagerly swallowed short-tailed field voles when ever the opportunity afforded. By the way, these giant toads from South America are coming on to the market more freely just now and if you are tempted to purchase one, please remember that those huge parotid glands are functional. Although the big toads soon settle down and seldom appear to resent handling, they do occasionally exude an extremely noxious, white sticky fluid from these prominent glands and if perchance you have a quite small cut or minor abrasion on your hands you will suffer accordingly. In these circumstances there is no danger of fatal, but there is the probability of acute and continuous discomfort; you have been warned!

A very common misconception regarding the nurture and culture of toads, is that the larger the subject the greater the area to be provided. Now this idea, at first sight more-or-less self-evident, can be completely misleading; it all depends upon the specific requirements of the creatures involved. For instance, most of the larger

Continued on page 21
The fantail goldfish
by A. Boarder

The fantail is one of the most useful fancy goldfish as it is suitable for the open pond as well as the indoor tank. In development it is midway between the ordinary common goldfish and the veiltail. The body is much deeper than that of the ordinary goldfish but not as deep as that of the veiltail. There is another difference in the caudal fin or tail. In the veiltail it is very full and drooping whereas in the fantail this feature is held horizontally, is smaller and more forked at the ends.

A good fantail should have an egg-shaped body, rather short and thick with an even curve over the top from the head to the tail. There should be no hump or snoutiness and a clean sweep over the back is essential. The lower curve of the body should also be in a clean line.

The dorsal fin should be more than half the depth of the body in height with the front edge evenly curved. The caudal fin is completely divided. This differs from the earlier standards when the caudal fin was only divided three-quarters of its length. The reason was stated to be that this ensured that the tail was held in a horizontal position. The ends of the caudal should be well forked. The anal fins are double and not overlong. The pectorals and pelvic rays are about equal in length to the height of the dorsal.

The scaled type should have all the scales clearly visible with a good sheen. The calico types to be free of visible scales with soft gilt plates. The scaled type is preferable to the calico type as they are more hardy in an outdoor pond. The calico fantails often seen at shows appear to be undeveloped veiltails or throwouts from such strains. This similarity to a veiltail is most marked in the shape of the caudal fin, as instead of the tail being well forked it is often too straight at the ends, more rounded and inclined to be too large.

The minimum body length for exhibition is two inches and a good fish of such limits should beat a larger fish which was not such a good shape.

Under the present standards of the Federation of British Aquatic Societies the pointings are as follows: Type and colour, 40; fins, 20; body, 20; condition and deportment, 20. Under the old system the points were allotted as follows: Body, 30, scaled; 25 for calico; dorsal, 10 and 8 respectively; caudal, 25 in each; pectorals, 4 and 3; pelvic, 4 and 3; anal, 7 and 6; colour, 10 and 20; condition, 5 and deportment 5 each in both types.

It will be seen that in the former standards the body and caudal could get 55 points and 50, and I am sure that these extra points available for the distinguishing features are necessary. My own recommendations for judging the fantail are: Body, 25; caudal, 25; dorsal, 10; pelvic, pectorals and anal, 15; colour, 15; condition, 10.

With these pointings it will be noted that the body and caudal (the important features) have been rewarded and as I have stated before, deportment has been omitted deliberately as I consider that condition covers this aspect sufficiently.

To breed good fantails it is essential to start with as good a strain as is possible but this does not mean that it is imperative to use show fishes only. The more important fact is to make sure that the fishes are bred right. By this I mean having come from a good, well established strain. If a breeder has been using the same stock for many years it is quite probable that any fishes from this stock could breed very good fishes even though they themselves are not prize-winners. They are certain to carry the genes of inheritance and among their progeny it is probable that at least a few will be of good type. It is far more important to ensure that the breeders have a good strain behind them than to choose two fishes on their appearance ignoring their previous strain. I can give an example of this reason as follows: It is possible to cross a common goldfish and a fantail and among the youngsters to have at least a few quite good-looking fantails. Although such fishes could look good it is probable that they would never throw anything but a lot of runts, none of which would be worth the food they eat.

From this it must not be thought that all the youngsters from even prize-winning fishes would be of the perfect quality. It is a fact that when breeding any of the fancy goldfish the tendency to throw-back is very marked and if one could get 20 per cent. of the youngsters from the

Continued on page 22
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British bufonids and some others

Bufonids spend all day concealed in some chosen spot, emerging at night only for the purpose of satisfying their appetite and are very satisfied if they do not have to move far in order to do so. On the other hand, many of the very active small members of the allied genera (particularly those such as the little discoglossid toads, which are almost completely aquatic in their behaviour—though they do not need much water—being well content with an inch or two) require upon the whole relatively greater areas to exploit.

Whenever you contemplate the purchase of imported specimens of any of the tailless urodeles, particularly of the larger toads, please examine the eyes and the nostrils closely. There are at least two kinds of parasitic flies which are accustomed to laying their eggs in the external orifices of the nostrils. The two most common offenders are Lucilia bufonivora and Calliphora silvatica both of which are to be found here but are much more commonly found on the Mediterranean and North African terrains.

The attack results in the tiny maggots eating their way, via the internal nostril into the brain of the host and blindness is often a terminal feature, but a close scrutiny will reveal characteristic swellings on the top of the head and often the eyes are occluded completely; the prognosis of any specimen so afflicted is grave indeed.

To the family Discoglossidae (note that despite their external appearances they are not Bufonids) we have already made a passing reference, and indeed for the adventurous beginner in vivarium-keeping, these very active little urodeles are an obvious temptation.

In the first place, they are nearly always available from dealers' lists, and secondly, they are relatively inexpensive.

The two which spring most readily to mind are the fire-bellied toad (Bombina bombina formerly B. igneus) and the yellow-bellied toad (B. variegata formerly Bombinator variegatus). Both of these remain in, and around shallow water all their lives and for this reason alone make excellent vivarium tenants. They are easy to sex, as the male alone has the toes webbed right up to the tips; he also develops the usual dark, horn-like projections on the inside of the fore limbs.

In the case of the fire-bellied toad the male possesses an internal vocal-sac, and the throat inflates noticeably when he is calling.

With the yellow-bellied toad there is no vocal-sac—although, like the common toad he manages to croak, and during the mating-season the rough tubercules appear upon the third finger and also upon some of the toes.

---

The AQUARIST Crossword

Compiled by L. BRADLEY

**CLUES ACROSS:**

1. Produced in the artificial culture of infusoria (10).
6. Bird that starts the cycle is similar to the one that brings the baby (4).
9. Type of fish that reaches first or second place at the show (5).
10. — of Rome (6).
13. Castrated sho (7).
15. Fairness (6).
16. Spread out (6).
17. Lion (7).
18. Daughter of one's sister or brother (6).
20. Anaphora that can be done in one's head (6).
23. The goal to be found among nine (4).
25. Leaves of the water horehound (5, 5).
26. Despise the horehound (6).
27. Put together again (10).

**CLUES DOWN:**

1. Quietly change head gear and tread on it (4).
2. Artist in the sun (4).
3. A device for catching small fish (6).
4. Not up (3).
5. Not to be hit (Latin word) (5, 5).
6. Lovebirds having weapons in their caudal fin (10).
7. frog with a bad reputation (6, 6).
8. Home of Axolotls (6, 6).
11. Sound (7, 5).
12. Comb (6).
14. Diminutive of large rock (3).

Solutions on page 20.
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The fantail goldfish

spawning to be up to standard there would be little to complain of. This variability in the fry only makes the breeding of such fishes more interesting as after all there is little skill required nor much satisfaction obtained when producing youngsters which turn out like peas in a pod on every occasion as is the case with those fishes which have not been altered by selective breeding.

When breeding fantails, one pair can be used and these fishes can breed at a year old if they have been well fed and grown. A two-year-old pair are a better proposition and there is no need to have more than one male to each female. This idea of always using a number of males to a female is not as important as some people would make out as the size from one male could fertilise the eggs of dozens of female fishes.

The young of fantails can be sorted at an early age and with experience one can tell all those of the fry with single tails at only ten days old. At this stage the tail which appears from above as a spade-shape is the one to keep whilst the one which is quite thin is useless. When such fishes are viewed from above in a white bowl they can be sorted easily. At a later stage it is possible to observe the fry from a glass sided tank when body and dorsal shapes can be examined easily. Do not waste time, space and food on throw-outs but concentrate on rearing only those fishes which appear to be as near the standards as possible. Not that it will be easy to make a final choice until the fry have grown on to become small fishes, and it may not be until they are a year old before one can ensure that they are developing on the right lines. With calico fishes their colours can be noted at an early age but with the scaled types it may take almost two years before the fishes take on their final colouring.

It has been written that the type of food given to young fantails can determine the shape of the body and that depth can be increased by such means. I do not agree with this as no matter what food is given to a fantail which has a natural shallow body nothing would make this structure deeper and if a young fantail is going to develop into a deep-bodied fish no matter what kind of food is given the final shape will not be altered.

Many young fantails have a joined or web-tail and such fishes could breed fry with divided tails providing they have come from a good strain. Among a batch of youngsters some may be found with web-tails, tri-tails and single tails. The proportion of misshapen fishes in one brood may not equal a further one and just because a pair of fishes have not produced a large proportion of good fishes at one spawning it does not signify that the following spawning will be as bad.

Plants in the fish house—African violet

by Barry R. James

African violets are indigenous to the Tanganyka province of East Africa. Here, only 8 degrees from the equator, the climate is truly tropical with heavy thunderstorms alternating with blazing sunshine to produce a hot humid atmosphere. The temperature varies only slightly between day and night and from hot to warm seasons in the valleys which are the home of African violets. The plants tend to grow on the rocky ledges on the lower slopes of the Usambara mountains, but may be found up to 6,000 feet.

The leaves of the various species (for there are more than one) grow from a central stubby stem. Generally speaking, they are oval with a slightly pointed end and grey-green in colour. Both upper and lower surfaces are covered with fine hairs and the edges are often toothed or notched. Many varieties are now in cultivation, some with monstrously twisted leaves and multi-petalled flowers, but I shall content myself with the varieties commercially grown, and which may be obtained quite readily through local nurseries and florists' shops.

The charm of this little plant lies in the multitude of flowers which it produces at intervals, several times a year. These may be light blue, dark blue, purple, pink and white, often with yellow centres. Double-flowered species are also quite common and in the same range of colours.

The flower spikes arise from the central stem and produce a dozen or so flowers on a single head. In addition there may be half a dozen or more spikes in bloom at the same time on a single plant, making it literally a mass of flowers. Coupled with the perennial nature of this species the result has been an ever-growing popularity, especially in the United States, where with coupled central heating and air conditioning, ideal conditions for Saintpaulia, even the novice housewife with no knowledge of the care of growing plants has been able to rear them successfully.

In this country with our cold draughty houses, however, winter usually terminates the lifespan of most specimens prematurely, with the result that it is usually treated as an
Some less common livebearers

by D. E. Sale

As knowledge of the breeding requirements of egg-laying fish has increased, an ever-growing number of species have been turned away from their brood pot and now breed under more suitable conditions. In recent years, one of the best-behaved and most prolific of the tropical fish, the Pterophyllum, has become very popular with aquarists, and it is now possible to keep many other species under similar conditions.

Of this family, only guppies, platioids, mollies, and swordtails are at all common today, but there are several other species which are well worth keeping if only for their pecky behaviour and sociable disposition.

One fish I have searched for in vain is the Merry Widow (Pterophyllum amphil), These lovely fish are not brightly colored although the male has a black and white border along his large dorsal and his sides are attractively barred. Merry Widows are very peaceful and accept foods readily. Moreover, they are not at all shy and love to swim in their sprightly fashion at the front of the aquarium. They breed readily and usually the strongest and most active ones are the ones to which the male belongs. If the gravid female is trapped, 30 to 50 young are usually obtained.

The Blue Limia (Limia melanocephala) has also become popular. Blue is not a common colour among tropical fish so the selection of these fish is difficult to explain. Both sexes have shining blue scales and the male has a black-bordered dorsal fin.

The closely related Striped Limia (Limia nigrofasciata) has, as its name suggests, black bars on a dull gold background. They are strong-looking, deep-bodied fish and this fact, with the large dorsal fin of the male, has earned them the alternative name of Humped-backed Limia.

Limias are rather cannibalistic so a breeding trap is advisable. About 20 young are produced in each brood.

Glymphis hypostoma, which for some reason has never become popular enough to have a common name, is another pretty little fish, golden in colour with a startling blue eye. Again this fish is cannibalistic but broods are larger, up to 50 young being produced.

All the above range in length from about one-and-a-half inches for the male to two-and-a-quarter for the female and are therefore ideally suited to the community tank. The best fish in my list of missing favours, the Mosquito Fish (Heterandria formosa), is so small that it really needs a tank to itself. A full-grown female is about the size of a male guppy; a male is well under an inch long. They are attractively marked in brown with a horizontal stripe when adult, and vertical bars when young. The fish so small they have remarkable energy and an even more remarkable temper; two males or two females often threaten each other and squabble for a few seconds, but rarely in any harm done. Young mosquito fish are delivered over a period of a few days and most of them seem to escape. Only hungry mosquitoes will eat their young but, on the other hand, they will eat almost anything else. Mosquitoes will also eat by night of sucking blood, waiting for the bats to appear.

A few other livebearers appear from time to time, notably the attractive but anti-social Gambusia affinis which is best avoided, and the half-beaks from the family Hemichromidae. These strange fish are real oddities. Long and slender, they lurk just below the surface so that in a well-filled aquarium they are rarely seen. If kept on their own and fed with mainly live foods, especially tiny flies dropped on the surface, they are very entertaining with their long protruding lower jaws and their stealthy approach and final quick dart upon, anything moving, including their own young.

If anyone who has never kept any of these species (Gambusia affinis excepted) is fortunate enough to obtain any, he will find them most interesting, attractive and lively additions to his collection.

Continued from page 22.
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annual. The aquarist with a heated fish house, or with a row of tanks constantly giving off warm humid air by evaporation, should have the same success as our American friends.

Generally speaking the needs of Sainthelia are few; a fairly constant temperature which remains above 75°F (23°C), a draught-free position and of direct sunlight, a moist soil and feeding once a week. Dead flowers should be removed to prevent the plant looking unsightly and no moisture should be allowed to remain on the leaves or become stagnant around the base of the stems, or they will become attacked by fungus and rot away.

Propagation is by seed or leaf cuttings, generally the latter. To strike leaf cuttings they should be severed with a razor blade as close to the main stem as possible and the veins should be slit at intervals along their length. Hormone powder dusted liberally on the underside of the leaf and stem will produce faster rooting. The leaf should then be placed in a flower pot (or a seed tray if a number of cuttings are taken) and laid face up on the surface of the soil. They should then be pegged down with tiny wire stakes so that even contact is made with the ground. The soil should then be well damped and the container covered with a sheet of glass. If it is placed in a warm sunny position roots should be produced literally within a few weeks, along with the first leaves of the baby plants. When of sufficient size they need to be potted up separately in 3½ in. pots. The soil should be the usual John Innes potting compost no. 2 with a liberal amount of extra leaf mould added to increase the humus content.
THE Lends and District A.S. will hold their Open Day Show for this year on Sunday, 3rd December. At the February meeting a most interesting talk and demonstration on "Filtering" was given by W. E. Emmett of Westcliff. The winner of the monthly Table Show was as follows:--Mayfly Trophy (Dartmoor), 1st, M. R. Cooper; 2nd, G. J. Green; 3rd, G. H. Upson. Awards were held on the first and third Wednesdays of each month at Town Hall, Lends. DOORS open 8.30 p.m.

MEMBERS of the Poole and District A.S. were invited to the meeting at the Poole R.S. on Thursday, 25th November. Despite the adverse weather, a large number of members turned out to hear the talk on "Rivers in Poole" by R. W. Cooper. The next meeting will be held at the Town Hall on Thursday, 9th December, at 8.30 p.m.

THE White Rose Anglers’ Group is pleased to announce that its membership has nearly doubled in the past year. The group was formed in 1965 and has since become one of the most active in the country. Its members are dedicated to the preservation and promotion of white fish. The group holds regular meetings and fishing trips, and is always welcome new members.

THE AQUARIISTS’ SOCIETIES

MEMBERS of the Tamworth and District A.S. had an enjoyable February meeting when slides with taped commentary and slide show on trout from various corners of the country were shown. The meeting was well attended and enjoyed by all.

AT the next meeting of the Trowbridge and District A.S. the club committee will hold an Annual General Meeting. The meeting will be held at the Trowbridge Town Hall on Thursday, 9th March, at 8.30 p.m.

MEMBERS of the Newquay A.S. met on Saturday, 7th March, to discuss the current state of the local fish population. The meeting was well attended and the members discussed various methods of preserving the local fish.

THE Didcot and District A.S. is holding an Open Day Show on Saturday, 6th February, at 11 a.m. Schedule and entry forms are available from Mr. J. H. Wright, 18, Furze Close, Didcot, Berks.

THE results of the "Home Farmed Aquarist" competition of the Lytham Aquarist Society were as follows:--Senior: 1st, Mr. J. H. Wright; 2nd, Mr. G. H. Upson. Junior: 1st, Mr. J. H. Wright; 2nd, Mr. G. H. Upson.

THE Championship Cup of the Croydon College A.S., which was won last year by Mr. J. H. Wright, is being held this year by Mr. J. H. Wright, 18, Furze Close, Didcot, Berks.

THE YORKSHIRE AQUARIUM EXHIBITION was held at the York Showground on Sunday, 12th February, and was well attended. The exhibition was sponsored by the Yorkshire A.A. and was judged by Mr. J. H. Wright. The judging was well received by the members, and the exhibition was a great success.

ARRANGEMENTS are being made for the tenth annual Fish, Feather and Aquarium Show organized by the Borough Council of the London Borough of Hackney, to be held at the King’s Hall, Lower Church Road, E.9, from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. on Saturday, 29th November.

MEMBERS of the Worcestershire and District A.S. held a successful February meeting when slides with taped commentary were shown. The meeting was well attended and enjoyed by all.

AT the annual general meeting of the Worcestershire and District A.S. the club chairman, Mr. M. E. Cooper, presented the annual report and balance sheet. The meeting was well attended and enjoyed by all.

MEETING of the AQUARIISTS’ SOCIETIES was a great success, with a large number of members present. The meeting was held at the Town Hall, Lends, on Thursday, 9th December, at 8.30 p.m.

MEMBERS of the A.S. met on Saturday, 21st November, to discuss the current state of the local fish population. The meeting was well attended and the members discussed various methods of preserving the local fish.
To Club Secretaries

It is the intention of the Proprietors of “The Aquarist” to make an award for the Best Fish in the Show at the Open Show this year.

In order to put this Scheme into operation and to include as many Clubs as possible, it would be appreciated if Secretaries would send in the date of their show by return of post. Open table shows and international shows are not eligible and further details with rules will be published shortly.

At the first annual general meeting of the Maldon Aquatic Society, held in Halls of Farnham Hotel, Sutton, on 14th March, the following officers were elected: Chairman, Mr. L. M. C. J. Smith; Vice-Chairman, Mrs. M. L. S. Smith; Secretary-Treasurer, Mrs. M. L. S. Smith; Hon. Auditors, Mr. J. B. Smith and Miss J. B. Smith.

The next meeting in January of the Hull Aquarium Society was a most enjoyable one. A film was shown by Mr. Johnson about the author’s life in America, and there was much good material and tropical fish and birds. It was followed by a slide show of tropical fish.

The A.Y.A.S. have held their annual meeting in aid of the Hull Aquarium Society. A talk was given to beginners at the first meeting by Mr. Reeves, and the chief points were:

- The breeding of the Blenny was discussed.
- The breeding of the Goby was discussed.
- The breeding of the Wrasse was discussed.
- The breeding of the Moray Eel was discussed.

A talk was given to advanced members by Mr. Reeves, and the chief points were:

- The breeding of the Blenny was discussed.
- The breeding of the Goby was discussed.
- The breeding of the Wrasse was discussed.
- The breeding of the Moray Eel was discussed.

The next meeting in January of the Hull Aquarium Society was a most enjoyable one. A film was shown by Mr. Johnson about the author’s life in America, and there was much good material and tropical fish and birds. It was followed by a slide show of tropical fish.

The A.Y.A.S. have held their annual meeting in aid of the Hull Aquarium Society. A talk was given to beginners at the first meeting by Mr. Reeves, and the chief points were:

- The breeding of the Blenny was discussed.
- The breeding of the Goby was discussed.
- The breeding of the Wrasse was discussed.
- The breeding of the Moray Eel was discussed.

A talk was given to advanced members by Mr. Reeves, and the chief points were:

- The breeding of the Blenny was discussed.
- The breeding of the Goby was discussed.
- The breeding of the Wrasse was discussed.
- The breeding of the Moray Eel was discussed.
A NEW Society has been formed and is known as the Bedworth Aquarist and Pool Society. Their first Annual Meeting was held at the 'Travelers Rest', Bell Street, Bedworth, on 8th April. Now that the last of the early snows has gone, the Ides of March, with their special significance, have come, the aquarists of the Royal Brisbane and District Society will, no doubt, have experienced a good deal of interest in the Society's work. The new Bedworth Society has been well received and is expected to grow in popularity at a rapid rate.

THIRTEENTH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE BANANA AQURAIST SOCIETY was held on Saturday, 23rd June, at the British Legion Hall, Coton Road, Nuneaton. The meeting was opened by Mr. W. T. Evans, the Chairman. Mr. W. B. Johnson, the Secretary, read the minutes of the last annual meeting. The vote of thanks was carried and the Chairman had the privilege of introducing the new President, Mr. J. W. H. Brown. Mr. J. W. H. Brown was elected President for the ensuing year. The Chairman then proposed a vote of thanks to the President for his services as Secretary and Chairman of the Society. The new Committee was elected as follows: Mr. W. T. Evans, Chairman; Mr. W. B. Johnson, Secretary; Mr. J. W. H. Brown, Treasurer; Mr. E. H. King, Assistant Secretary; Mr. J. W. H. Brown, Assistant Treasurer. The new Committee were elected for the ensuing year. The meeting adjourned at 9 p.m.

THE MANCHESTER SECTION of the Fancy Guppy Association held their first meeting on Wednesday, 3rd September, at the Royal Hotel, Manchester. The meeting was opened by Mr. G. T. Jenkinson, who welcomed the members and introduced the Chairman, Mr. J. W. H. Brown. The meeting was adjourned at 9 p.m. The next meeting will be held on Wednesday, 10th September, at the same place and time.

THE Annual Meeting of the Workshops Aquarist and Zoological Society was held on Saturday, 16th September, at the Workshops, tel. 2957, in the presence of Mr. W. T. Evans, the Chairman, Mr. W. B. Johnson, the Secretary, and Mr. J. W. H. Brown, the Treasurer. The meeting was opened by Mr. W. T. Evans, who welcomed the members and introduced the Chairman, Mr. J. W. H. Brown. The meeting was adjourned at 9 p.m. The next meeting will be held on Saturday, 23rd September, at the same place and time.

THE SEVENTH ANNUAL MEETING of the North West Aquarium Association was held on Saturday, 3rd October, at the Royal Hotel, Manchester. The meeting was opened by Mr. W. T. Evans, the Chairman, Mr. W. B. Johnson, the Secretary, and Mr. J. W. H. Brown, the Treasurer. The meeting was adjourned at 9 p.m. The next meeting will be held on Saturday, 10th October, at the same place and time.

THE INSTITUTE OF AQUARIUMS and POOLS held their first meeting on Saturday, 17th October, at the Institute, tel. 3948, in the presence of Mr. W. T. Evans, the Chairman, Mr. W. B. Johnson, the Secretary, and Mr. J. W. H. Brown, the Treasurer. The meeting was opened by Mr. W. T. Evans, who welcomed the members and introduced the Chairman, Mr. J. W. H. Brown. The meeting was adjourned at 9 p.m. The next meeting will be held on Saturday, 24th October, at the same place and time.

THE ANNUAL MEETING of the Central Artificial Lake Association was held on Saturday, 31st October, at the Central Artificial Lake, tel. 4325, in the presence of Mr. W. T. Evans, the Chairman, Mr. W. B. Johnson, the Secretary, and Mr. J. W. H. Brown, the Treasurer. The meeting was opened by Mr. W. T. Evans, who welcomed the members and introduced the Chairman, Mr. J. W. H. Brown. The meeting was adjourned at 9 p.m. The next meeting will be held on Saturday, 7th November, at the same place and time.

THE ANNUAL MEETING of the British Aquarist and Pool Society was held on Saturday, 14th November, at the British Legion Hall, Nuneaton. The meeting was opened by Mr. W. T. Evans, the Chairman, Mr. W. B. Johnson, the Secretary, and Mr. J. W. H. Brown, the Treasurer. The meeting was adjourned at 9 p.m. The next meeting will be held on Saturday, 21st November, at the same place and time.

THE ANNUAL MEETING of the Northern Artificial Lake Association was held on Saturday, 28th November, at the Northern Artificial Lake, tel. 5432, in the presence of Mr. W. T. Evans, the Chairman, Mr. W. B. Johnson, the Secretary, and Mr. J. W. H. Brown, the Treasurer. The meeting was opened by Mr. W. T. Evans, who welcomed the members and introduced the Chairman, Mr. J. W. H. Brown. The meeting was adjourned at 9 p.m. The next meeting will be held on Saturday, 5th December, at the same place and time.

THE ANNUAL MEETING of the Central Artificial Lake Association was held on Saturday, 12th December, at the Central Artificial Lake, tel. 4325, in the presence of Mr. W. T. Evans, the Chairman, Mr. W. B. Johnson, the Secretary, and Mr. J. W. H. Brown, the Treasurer. The meeting was opened by Mr. W. T. Evans, who welcomed the members and introduced the Chairman, Mr. J. W. H. Brown. The meeting was adjourned at 9 p.m. The next meeting will be held on Saturday, 19th December, at the same place and time.

THE ANNUAL MEETING of the British Aquarist and Pool Society was held on Saturday, 26th December, at the British Legion Hall, Nuneaton. The meeting was opened by Mr. W. T. Evans, the Chairman, Mr. W. B. Johnson, the Secretary, and Mr. J. W. H. Brown, the Treasurer. The meeting was adjourned at 9 p.m. The next meeting will be held on Saturday, 2nd January, at the same place and time.
Diseases of Fishes

C. Van Duijn, Jnr., A.M.Tech.I. (Gt. Brit.),
Second edition

During the past twelve years or so our knowledge of fish diseases, especially with respect to therapy, has advanced considerably. Many new drugs have become available and more sophisticated treatments, including food additions and injection therapy, have come into general use. All these developments are fully reflected in this second edition, which in consequence has more than doubled its original size. Many new illustrations have been added, and old ones replaced. Diseases known to occur in fish can be caused by wrong feeding, bad water conditions, the presence of toxic substances, by attacks from predatory creatures, bacteria, viruses and parasites and by injuries sustained from a number of causes. They may manifest themselves externally or they can be internal disorders. This comprehensive review of the main causative agents of fish diseases and the drugs and chemicals available for their treatment forms an accurate and reliable reference source for all aquarists and pondkeepers. In addition the information included on diseases of economic importance will prove invaluable to all professional fish breeders.

309 pp. Illustrated. 47s 6d net 48s 6d by post
Order NOW! from your bookseller

ILIFFE BOOKS LTD.
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1.
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Breed your fishes NOW using LIQUIFRY as a first food

Mr. A. Boarder,
well known writer on aquatic topics and show judge says

"I have started my goldfish on nothing else but Liquifry since it first came on the market. I would not be without Liquifry and never use infusoria now."

The unique liquid containing (a) particles of immediate food value to the fish and (b) substances to produce natural infusoria in the minimum possible time. The product is in liquid form to ensure the correct particle size and to give rapid dispersion throughout the tank with minimum disturbance to the delicate fry.

LIQUIFRY LIQUIFRY
No. 1 for fry of Egglayers No. 2 for young Livebearers Price

2/6 per tube.

START YOUR BABY FISH ON LIQUIFRY AND WATCH THEM GROW!
Exported to 50 countries

INTER-PET – DORKING – SURREY
Sales Division of Liquifry Co. Ltd., Tel. 2566

Please write for our new catalogue
Just look what we think of the PACK!!

Just think of the trouble we have taken to select the right pack. You can drop it, crush it, shake it, submerge it—yet the contents remain intact.

The LONG JOHN container is this special shape for easy storage—and it slips easily into your pocket when you buy it at your dealers. Of course we wouldn’t have gone to all this trouble if the food wasn’t the tops. Let your fish try LONG JOHN Tropical flake food. The price is right because we pack it in our own factory. The quality’s right as well. LONG JOHN for your fish.

Standard size 15 gms. 2/6
Double size 32 gms. 4/6
Economy pack 148 gms. 14/–

INTER-PET - DORKING - SURREY
(Sales division of Liquify Co. Ltd.)
"STIMULITE" DRIED TUBIFEX
(VITAMIN IMPREGNATED)

We are the ORIGINAL packers of this wonderful natural food for all fish

YOU CAN BUY THE ORIGINAL STIMULITE PACK IN ATTRACTIVE DRUMS at 1/6 at retail
Pet Stores, or Direct at the following prices:—
8 drams 3/6, 16 drams 6/6, 32 drams 11/6, 64 drams 21/2, 128 drams (½ lb.) 38/6,
256 drams (1 lb.) 70/= post paid.

Also "STIMULITE" manufactured FISH FOODS, at your stores many sizes, or direct:—
TROPICAL GRADE: 1 oz. 3½, 2 oz. 5½, 4 oz. 7½, 8 oz. 11¼, 16 oz. 15½ post paid.
GOLDFISH & POND: 1 oz. 1½, 2 oz. 3½, 4 oz. 5½, 8 oz. 7½, 16 oz. 10½ post paid.

We have been manufacturing Fish Foods and Bird Foods for over 47 years with practical experience
in all branches. We will back them for doing their job, i.e., keeping your stock in good robust
health, against any other foods you can buy, we use natural ingredients only—BUY DIRECT and
save ££££—special terms to Aquarist Societies buying in bulk quantities.

P. H. HASTINGS LTD., 182 SULTAN ROAD, PORTSMOUTH

THE PORTSWOOD PET AND AQUATIC CENTRE
119 PORTSWOOD ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON

Telephone: Southampton 56595

SPECIAL SPRING OFFER
SIX GENUINE NIHISHI KOI CARP FOR ONLY 30/=.
for personal callers only while stocks last

Large range of Fibre Glass Pools, Liners, Pumps, Marginal and Aquatic Plants and
everything for the water garden.

Fancy pond fish including Fantails, Nymphs, Comets, Shubunkins and Golden Orfe.

Over 70 varieties of tropicaals and all accessories.

THE AQUARIST
April, 1967
EVERYTHING FOR THE AQUARIST

OWEN REID'S
of Ealing

UNSURPASSED FOR
QUALITY
VARIETY & QUANTITY

12 SPRING BRIDGE ROAD, EALING BROADWAY
LONDON, W.S.
Phone: 01 567 3257

Hours of Business—Monday to Saturday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Wednesday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
ELITE
THE BIGGEST NAME IN FISH FOODS

- BIG with value—just compare
- BIG with experience—a lifetime of fish-keeping built into every tin (no messy packets or damp-absorbing cartons)
- BIG with quality; the fish know what's good for them—just watch!

ELITE (Tropical) 2/- and 5/-
ELITE (Coldwater) Large Tin 2/-

See Agent:
Barry M. Austin,
230 Staines Road, Twickenham, Middlesex.
Or Post Free direct from the original maker:
DERHAM'S FISH FOODS LTD.
'roxton Dene', South Rd., Charleywood, Herts.
Phone: Charleywood 2366

Easter is the start
of the pond season. You can now see the
damage winter has done to your pond fish
and plants, and order replacements early to
enjoy a full season of your pond.
To start the season we offer you 12 bunches
of mixed pond plants 10/-; 6 bunches for 6/-
we also have water lilies, pond pools, mar-
ginals, waterfalls, cascades, water pumps for
fountains and cascades, etc.
Save money with a Grolex tube, no need to
replace bulbs every few weeks, cut down
electricity cost, a 20-watt for 24" tank, 30-
watt for 36" tank. Cost 24" £1 9 10, 36"
£1 1 2.6. Starter units 25/-, 32.6 and 42/-,
also 18" and 48" tubes in stock.
See our display of tropical freshwater, marines
and our large selection of fancy coldwater fish,
over 50 tanks. Weekly arrival of all types, of
coldwater and tropical plants, a large selection
of nylon, p.v.c. and painted tanks, bowls etc.

Call us:
Broad Green Aquarium
250 London Road
West Croydon
Postal code CRO 2TH
Phone: 01-688-9165

Hykro from Denmark

Since 1936 Hykro have turned out the finest quality Fish Foods: The latest is the
new Variety Food. One trial will convince you that it is absolutely unbeatable.
We ourselves carry stocks of up to 10,000 Tropicals (Trade only) and
Thousands of Goldfish. Anyone who has seen our stocks, can tell you they are
always in superb condition, and they are fed solely on Hykro Flakes, Concen-
trated Food, and now of course the new Variety Food.
All these foods are stocked by all good Aquarist and Pet Shops and price is very
reasonable for real quality food.
Hykro Flakes 10-.
Hykro Natura 1-.
New Large Pack.
Hykro Concentrated Food 1-.
Also in 1lb. Pack 2-.
Fine for all Coldwater
Fish and the larger Tropicals.
Hykro Turtle Food 1/3.
Larger new Pack.
Hykro Tropical Dried Flies.
For Turtles and all Fish 9d.
And now the Sensational Variety Food 3-.
P. N. Indicator.
Gives over 150 water tests instantaneously, no mixing no
trouble, 5/6 each.

JOE GRASSBY
The Hykro Depot, Mobberley, Nr. Knutsford, Cheshire
INTRODUCING THE RILA
range of aquarium products
RILA HARDNESS TEST KIT (RE-FILLS AVAILABLE) 20/-
RILA SALTMWATER pH. TEST KIT (RE-FILLS AVAILABLE) 20/-
RILA COMBINED HYDROMETER/ THERMOMETER 12/9
RILA HYDROMETERS 10/-  RILA FRESHWATER pH. KIT 7/-

EHEIM the complete power filter system
EHEIM 388 COMPACT F/W £8-0-0 COMPLETE
EHEIM 388 COMPACT S/W £9-0-0 COMPLETE
EHEIM 386 SINGLE F/W £10-0-0 COMPLETE
EHEIM 386 SINGLE S/W £11-10-0 COMPLETE
EHEIM 387 DOUBLE F/W £15-0-0 COMPLETE
EHEIM 387 DOUBLE S/W £16-10-0 COMPLETE
full range of accessories and filter mediums available for all units

SANDER OZONISERS
the proven accessory for marine aquariums
TYPE 1 £10-7-8  TYPE 2 £12-2-6
TYPE 3 £14-16-10 REACTOR TUBE 57/-

The complete book of tropical fish
FRESHWATER FISHES OF THE WORLD
by Gunther Sterba, Dr. Rer. Nat. Habil.
Director Karl Marx University Zoological Inst. 84/-
available shortly "Aquarium Care" by Gunther Sterba, 3 part companion volume to the classic
 "Freshwater Fishes of the World"

All the above products distributed by
SCAN LTD. OLD BATH ROAD, COLN BROOK, SLOUGH, BUCKS.
and available from your local aquarist shop, or leaflets from SCAN

APRIL 1967
Just Published

Angel fish—
the king of the aquarium

by F. N. Ghadially

Antimaladin is the new universal aquarium remedy combats most diseases including ick, fin and tail rot and all fungi. It also eliminates contagious diseases and provides essential minerals. It will do your plants as much good as your fish. Highly concentrated—one bottle will treat 100 gallons of water.

- A remedy-preventative especially for Ichthyspirus and eliminates algae.
- The new tablet plant food and fertilizer. Creates magnificent growth of even the most delicate plants.
- The safe aquarium aid for rapid removal of chlorine also stimulates plant growth.
- The all in one vitamin complex. Contains all essential vitamins for fish and plants.

ERIC WOODS (ROSEWOOD) LTD.
ARLESTON, WELLINGTON, SHROPSHIRE.
Telephone: Wellington 2854

Wholesale Distributors Required.
BROCKLEY AQUARIA
1, Harefield Road, London, S.E.4.
Phone: TIDEway 1674

Tropical marine specialists,
coldwater marine fish and
invertebrates. Marine equipment.
Proprietor, T. Ravensdale

For the best selection of Tropical and
Coldwater Fishes

SUPER PET STORES
116 Victoria St.,
Tel. BLACKBURN 55049

Garden pools in Fibre Glass or Plastoline.
The “HIPPO” garden fountain complete
only £4 17s 6d carriage paid.
Water Lilies, Marginal plants and Oxygenators illustrated catalogue 1/-. 
Japanese “Koi” carp 8/- each minimum order by rail £3.
Provident Shopping Checks Accepted

THE BRIXHAM BIOLOGICAL SUPPLIES
Specialist suppliers of
REPTILES
AMPHIBIA
FISH, PLANTS and
ACCESSORIES for the
GARDEN POOL

THE BRIXHAM BIOLOGICAL SUPPLIES,
25 Elliot Grove,
Brixham, Devon.
Tel: Brixham 65188

Reptiles and Amphibia: The following species are now available or expected within the next few days: Common Lizards 2/6; Slowworms 4/-. Wall Lizards 3/-; Green Lizards 10/6; Grass Snakes 10/6; Dice Snakes 10/6; Whip Snakes 18/6; Terrapins from 5/-; Tree Frogs 3/-; Green Toads 3/6; Clawed Toads 12/6; Leopard Toads 17/6; Great Newts 3/-; Alpine Newts 4/-. Spotted Salamanders 12/6.

Tropical reptiles also available later this month including Monitors; Chameleons; Skinks; Geckos; Pythons; Iguanas; Tree Snakes, etc. etc. Send for catalogue and price list now.

Water Gardening: Our 1967 price list giving accurate descriptions of over fifty varieties of water lilies, marginal and aquatic plants, is now ready. The list includes a useful guide to planting and stocking the pool with fish.
Write for free “Water Gardening” price list NOW.

Prompt despatch to all parts of Britain.
Visitors to our nursery by appointment only.
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
## I've Got Millions!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WORMS! FOODS! COMPOSTS! RESULTS!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EUGLENA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICROWORKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICRO FOOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRINDAL WORKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRINDAL FOOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRINDAL COMPOST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE WORKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE WORK COMPOST</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Breeder's packs; five times 3/8 quantity for 7/8.

E. ARNOLD, 80, MONEGA ROAD, LONDON, E.7.

---

## AQUARIST SOCIETIES

Give us a ring and book a visit some evening or Sunday. Phone CUDworth, Yorks., 497. Good fish and equipment at reasonable prices.

Pet Stores, 206 Barnsley Road, Cudworth, Nr. Barnsley.
We are 4 miles from Barnsley on the Pontefract Road.

---

## REPTILES — AMPHIBIANS

Imports from all Continents
Write for current price list

Sale agency for England:

**MR. ALAN COOK**

"The Antero", Beechwood Drive, Eton, Congleton, Cheshire

Drs. W. De ROVER
Ercelsan 9
Ermeo, Holland

---

## Aquascene Installations

84 Calder St., Blantyre, nr. Glasgow tel: 3307

---

## Visit...

**MRS. K. COOPER**

Bean Hatchery
Bean, Nr. Dartford, Kent

**TELEPHONE: LONGFIELD (KENT) 4189**

Just off A2 Trunk Road, few doors from Black Horse P.H.

**Large selection of**

**TROPICALS, PLANTS, ACCESSORIES**

Call anytime including Sundays

---

## South Wales—Bridge That Gap and Call at

**MAPSON AQUARIA**

15 Perry Road, Bristol. 1. Tel. 26292

150 yards from city centre

Largest range of fish in the West

Tropicals, Coldwater, Marines

All Equipment, Tanks and Ponds

Tanks made any size or shape to order

Hours. 9.30 a.m.—6.0 p.m.
12.30 Wednesday
3.0 p.m. Friday

Daphnia and Tubifex usually available

---

## W. HAROLD COTTON

**F.R.A.H.**

**ICHTHYONOTOMIST**

**POST MORTEM EXAMINATION**

Of Tropical and Coldwater fishes

Specimens should be wrapped loosely and very well in greaseproof paper, surrounded by a damp cloth and then re-wrapped in dry greaseproof paper and sent in a strong container.

A brief history and any relevant details should be given. No preservation please.

Examination fee £1.

39, BROOK LANE, KINGS HEATH, BIRMINGHAM 14

Phone Highbury 1493

---

## Gro-Lux

**Fluorescent CONTROL KITS**

**COMPANY:**

Chico, Norman and Hobson

**SPECIALS:**

30 watts, and 3 new special.

**Prices:**

Kit A for 15 or 20 white tube, 19.6d.
Kit B for 48 white tube, 19.6d.
Postage: 1 or 2 kits–6d. 3 or 4 kits–5½d. 5 kits–7½d. 12 kits-free.

日电品 with chico and starter enclosed in pressed steel box and wired up ready, 12.6d extra.

**ELECTRONICS (Groydon) LTD.**

(Dept AP)

1021 Tamworth Rd., Croydon.

(Dep. West Croydon Station.)
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY required by Company Secretary. Accomplished at all bookkeeping and filing work. 40 hours per week. Box 1551, The Aquarist, The Batts, Bersted, Midhurst.

ENTHUSIASTIC person required for responsible position in Highlands Pet Shop with knowledge of Tropical and Coldwater fish side in Hasheepe. Write Box 950, The Aquarist, The Batts, Bersted, Midhurst.

LEADING FIRM requires a highly skilled, reliable, and efficient person for their Tropical and Coldwater Fish department. Excellent opportunity for the right individual. Write Box 5326, The Aquarist, The Batts, Bersted, Midhurst.

AQUARIUM WANTED for seasonal Aquarium in Margate for 1967 season. Full details may be obtained from Whitehall Aquarium, P.O. Box 532, Midhurst, Midhurst.

WANTED: Tropical Aquarium plants, large or small quantities. Offers to Fernwood Aquarium, 132 Harrow Road, Hillingdon, Middx. TLH 7146.

WANTED: Aquarium/Reptile businesses with living accommodation, or would consider partnership. 11 Percy Road, Guildford, Surrey.

SERVICES: AQUARIST/FISHER. Have your tanks regularly maintained and serviced. Available at competitive rates. Short and long term contracts. Also experienced temporary assistants available to retail outlets. Hourly or weekly rates. Both offices London area only. Tel: Grayley 9841.

COLDWATER FISH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Price/each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hi-Li Carp</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Tench</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gudgeon</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Tench</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamond Bass</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persseck Eel</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Rudd</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bream</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Orfe</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese Red Fantail</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese Blue Fantail</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese Koi Carp</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldfish</td>
<td>from 2.00 to 7.00 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shubunkins</td>
<td>from 2.00 to 8.00 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comet Goldfish</td>
<td>2.00 to 3.00 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comet Shubunkins</td>
<td>4.00 to 6.00 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Orfe</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All orders over £5 carriage paid, otherwise please add 7/6 towards carriage per fast passenger train.

RORPHELL (HORTICULTURE)
HIGHFIELDS NURSERIES
CALDECOTE, CAMBRIDGE
and shop at 270 Mill Road, Cambridge.
TACHBROOK TROPICALS
244 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, LONDON, S.W.1
Telephone: VICTORIA 3179

POST!!!
ALL PARTS OF THE U.K.
ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD

WE OFFER YOU A POSTAL SERVICE SECOND TO NONE—PROMPT AND EFFICIENT—ALL ORDERS ARE ATTENDED TO ON THE SAME DAY AS RECEIVED. IMMEDIATE NOTIFICATION GIVEN IF ANY DELAY IN DELIVERY

SEEING IS BELIEVING...
COME ALONG AND SEE OUR DISPLAY

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
This catalogue is a new and complete price list of all aquarium requisites including tanks, covers, stands, heaters, thermostats, thermometers, air pumps, ornaments, books, cleaning equipment and all other accessories. Available by return of post. Send 6d. to cover postage, etc.
For success with Marine Tropicals

**NEW TROPIC MARIN**

Artificial Sea Salt with Guarantee

Due to great volume of sales we are able to reduce the price.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 gallons</td>
<td>£7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 gallons</td>
<td>£30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postage as follows:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 gallons</td>
<td>£3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 gallons</td>
<td>£3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 gallons</td>
<td>£4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 gallons</td>
<td>£7.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This salt makes artificial sea-water almost indistinguishable from natural sea-water.

Usually in stock

for callers only

A good selection of healthy acclimatised Marine Tropicals and Invertebrates.

**OZONE IN THE AQUARIUM**

is one of the great steps in recent years—

**OZONE INTRODUCES ACTIVE OXYGEN**

which kills bacteria and burns decaying matter.

Indispensable in the Saltwater Aquarium and of great value in preventing fungus attacking eggs in the hatchery.

**SANDER OZONE No. 2**

(variable) £12 2s. 6d.

Largely enough for 4 fifty-gallon Aquariums.

No. 3

£14 16s. 0d.

for 6 fifty-gallon Aquariums.

**TROPICAL & HARDY AQUARIUM PLANTS OVER 200 SPECIES GROWN. SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST**

**SPECIAL OFFER**

**COMPLETE MARINE AQUARIUM**

(see colour only)

Tank 37 x 15 x 20 Waves-Creased against Saltwater corrosion, Power Filter, Tropical Marine Sea Salt, Coral & Decorations (Value £32.15.0.)

for £30 complete

**THE MARINE AQUARIUM MADE EASY**

Send 2s. in stamps for booklet

The latest information on plants

**1967 EDITION**

**A MANUAL OF AQUARIUM PLANTS**

Hard bound 27/6

Post paid or from your dealer

**A WONDERFUL SELECTION OF NIKISHI-KOI**

(Japanese coloured Carp)

**FROM**

**30/- EACH — £50**

**AN UNBELIEVABLE RANGE OF COLOURS**

Fishes up to 15 inches in length

**SPECIAL OFFER**

**5 FISHES ALL DIFFERENT IN FIRST GRADE COLOURS**

£10 10s. 0d.

Printed and Published by BUCKLEY PRESS LIMITED, London and Bromford